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The Block algebra L referred to here is the Lie algebra over a field F of
 Ž . Ž .44characteristic 0 with basis e N r, s g Z = Z _ 0, 0 and subject to the com-r , s
w x Ž .mutation relations e , e s rk y sh e . Let 0, 1 / q g F. The q-formh, k r , s hqr , kqs
Ž .  Ž . Ž . Ž .44L q of L is the Lie algebra with basis e q N r, s g Z = Z _ 0, 0 andr , s
w Ž . Ž .x Ž r k sh. Ž .subject to the commutation relations e q , e q s q y q e q .h, k r , s hqr , kqs
We study here a Z = Z-graded Lie algebra A s A with A s 0 and[ i, j g Z i, j 0, 0
Ž . Ž .4dim A F 1 for all i, j g Z = Z _ 0, 0 . In this paper, we show that A isi, j
Ž . w Ž . Ž .xnecessarily isomorphic to L or L9 q s L q , L q for some q g F if A satisfies
a certain nondegeneracy condition. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The main result of this paper is
THEOREM 1.1. Let A s A be a Z = Z-graded Lie algebra[ i, jg Z i, j
o¤er a field of characteristic 0, and let F be closed under taking square roots.
Ž . Ž .4Let A s 0 and dim A F 1 for all i, j g Z = Z _ 0, 0 , and let A0, 0 i, j
ha¤e tri¤ial center. Let A be generated by the four subspaces A , A ,"1, 0 0, "1
and let the operators ad A ad A and ad A ad A be not identi-y1, 0 1, 0 0, y1 0, 1
Ž .cally zero. Then A is isomorphic to the Block algebra L, or to L9 q for a
suitable q g F.
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Let F be a field of characteristic 0, and denote the set of all integers by
Z. Let V s V be a Z-graded vector space over F with dim V F 1,[ ig Z i i
and let E be commuting linear operators on V such that E V ; V for"1 i j iqj
 4any i g 1, y1 and j g Z. We choose ¤ g V such that V s F¤ . Theni i i i
for any i g Z for which ¤ / 0 / ¤ there exists an a g F such thati iq1 i
E E ¤ s a ¤ and E E ¤ s a ¤ .y1 1 i i i 1 y1 iq1 i iq1
LEMMA 1.2. Suppose that V, E , and a are as abo¤e. Then a s a for"1 i i j
all i, j g Z.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that if there exists an i g Z such that0
a / 0, then a s a for all i g Z. Suppose for some i that E E ¤ si i i 1 y1 i0 0
E E ¤ s a ¤ / 0. Then E ¤ / 0, E ¤ / 0, E ¤ / 0, and E ¤y1 1 i i i y1 i y1 iq1 1 i 1 iy1
/ 0. Denote E ¤ s b ¤ and E ¤ s c ¤ , where b , c g F*. Then1 i i iq1 y1 i i iy1 i i
y1E E ¤ s b E E E ¤Ž .y1 1 iq1 i y1 1 1 i
y1 y1s b E E E ¤ s a b E ¤ s a ¤ ,Ž . Ž . Ž .i 1 y1 1 i i i 1 i i iq1
and
y1E E ¤ s c E E E ¤Ž .y1 1 iy1 i y1 1 y1 i
y1 y1s c E E E ¤ s a c E ¤ s a ¤ .Ž . Ž . Ž .i y1 y1 1 i i i y1 i i iy1
So we get a s a s a s a . The lemma follows by an easy induction.iy1 iq1 i i0
We call the constant a s a the ¤alue of V with respect to E . Ifi "1
the value of V with respect to E is not zero, we say that V is"1
E -nondegenerate."1
Ž .Now we recall the Block algebra L and its q-forms L q . The Block
Ž w x.algebra L also called the Virasoro-like algebra in KPS is the Lie
 Ž . Ž .44algebra with basis e N r, s g Z = Z _ 0, 0 and subject to the com-r , s
mutation relations
w xe , e s rk y sh e . 1.1Ž . Ž .h , k r , s hqr , kqs
Ž . Ž w x.Let 0, 1 / q g F. The q-form L q of L is the Lie algebra see KPS
 Ž . Ž . Ž .44with basis e q N r, s g Z = Z _ 0, 0 and subject to the commuta-r , s
tion relations
r k she q , e q s q y q e q . 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .h , k r , s hqr , kqs
Ž .It is well known that L is simple, that L q is simple if q is not a root of
Ž .unity, and that the derived algebra of L q is
L9 q s Fe qŽ . Ž .[ r , s
Ž .r , s gZ=Z_mZ=mZ
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if q is a primitive root of unity of order m. The last algebra is graded
Ž .simple but not simple see Propositions 4.3 and 4.4 . It is straightforward to
Ž .verify that both L and L9 q satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1.
From now on we assume that A s A is a Z = Z-graded Lie[ i, jg Z i, j
Ž . Ž .4algebra with A s 0 and dim A F 1 for all i, j g Z = Z _ 0, 0 .0, 0 i, j
For any r g Z we define A s A and AX s A . Let w[ [r ig Z i, r r ig Z r , i i, j
Ž .be chosen such that A s Fw for all i, j g Z = Z. For simplicity, wei, j i, j
Ž .shall sometimes write ad u ¤ s u¤ for u, ¤ g A.
Ž .DEFINITION 1.3. We say that A is nondegenerate, if M1 A is gener-
Ž . Ž .ated by the four elements w , w ; M2 A is centerless; M3 there"1, 0 0, "1
exist p, r g Z such that A is w -nondegenerate and A X is w -non-r "1, 0 p 0, "1
degenerate. If A is nondegenerate, we call the elements w , w"1, 0 0, "1
generating elements.
DEFINITION 1.4. We say that A is nonsingular if A is nondegenerate
 4and A / 0 for all m g Z _ 0 . We say that A is singular if A ism , 0
 4nondegenerate and A s 0 for some m g Z _ 0 . If A is singular andm , 0
A s 0, where m ) 1 is the smallest positive integer for which this ism , 0
true, then we say that A has type m.
In Section 2, the nondegeneracy condition of A is studied, and it is
shown that A and A are w -nondegenerate, and that AX and AXy1 1 "1, 0 y1 1
Ž . Ž .are w -nondegenerate. It is also shown that A / 0 for i, j / 0, 00, "1 i, j
when A is nonsingular; and that A s 0 exactly when i and j are bothi, j
divisible by m when A has type m. Section 3 contains the proof that the
Ž .nonsingular case is isomorphic to L, or to L q for some q g F, which is
accomplished by renormalizing the basis correctly. When this renormaliza-
tion is done, there is a certain nonzero coefficient a that we need to know
to determine the remaining products. If a s 2, we show that the algebra is
Ž .2 Ž .isomorphic to L. If a / 2, there exists q g F such that a s q q 1 r 2 q ,
Ž .and we show that A is isomorphic to L q , and that q is not a root of
unity. In Section 4 the singular case when A has type m is considered.
Ž .Here a / 2, and A is isomorphic to L9 q where q turns out to be a
primitive mth root of unity.
2. CONSEQUENCES OF THE NONDEGENERACY
CONDITION
In this section we shall investigate consequences of the nondegeneracy
condition on the algebra A. We begin with a result on modules.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let B s Ý B be a Z-graded Lie algebra withig Z i
B s 0 and dim B s 1 for i / 0, and let B s Fu for i / 0. Let V s0 i i i
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Ý V be a Z-graded B-module such that dim V s 1 for all i g Z with theig Z i i
 4property that V is u -nondegenerate. Then there exists a basis ¤ g V of V"1 i i
Ž .and constants c g F such that ad u ¤ s c ¤ for all k, i g Z. Further,k k i k iqk
w xB, B is in the kernel of the action of B on V.
Proof. Since the value a of V with respect to u is not 0, both u"1 y1
 4and u act faithfully on V. Thus we can choose a basis ¤ of V with1 i
¤ g V such that u ? ¤ s ¤ and u ? ¤ s a¤ for all i. We want firsti 1 i iq1 y1 i iy1
to prove by induction on n that for some c , c g F the action of uyn n yn
and u on V is given by u ? ¤ s c ¤ and u ? ¤ s c ¤ forn yn i yn iyn n i n iqn
all i. Clearly there exist c , c g F such that u ? ¤ s c ¤ andyn , i n, i yn i yn, i iyn
u ? ¤ s c ¤ . Hence,n i n, i iqn
w xu , u ? ¤ s u ? u ? ¤ y u ? u ? ¤Ž . Ž .y1 n i y1 n i n y1 i
s a c y c ¤ .Ž .n , i n , iy1 iqny1
w x Ž .If u , u s gu , we have gc s a c y c . Since the left sidey1 n ny1 ny1 n, i n, iy1
of the last equation is independent of i, we see that c s c q id forn, i n n
some c , d g F and all i. Using the symmetric argument with y1 and nn n
replaced by 1 and yn, we obtain c s c q id for some c ,yn , i yn yn yn
d g F and all i. Looking at the operators u and u acting onyn yn n
Ž .Ý V , by Lemma 1.2 we obtain that c c s c q indjg Z jn n, in yn, Ž iq1.n n n
Ž Ž . .? c q i q 1 nd is independent of i. It follows that d s 0 s d ,yn yn n yn
and the induction is complete.
For the remaining statement of the proposition we have to observe that
w xu , u ? ¤ s u ? u ? ¤ y u ? u ? ¤Ž . Ž .j k i j k i k j i
s c c y c c ¤ s 0.Ž .k j j k iqny1
Now we begin to study the nondegenerate Lie algebra A defined in
Section 1.
Ž .LEMMA 2.2. If there exist r, p g Z such that A is ad w -nondegener-r "1, 0
X Ž .ate and A is ad w -nondegenerate, then all of the following products arep 0, "1
not zero:
w x w x w x w xw , w , w , w , w , w , w , w . 2.1Ž .1, 0 0, 1 y1, 0 0, 1 1, 0 0, y1 y1, 0 0, y1
Ž .Proof. Claim 1. At least three of the products in 2.1 are nonzero.
w x Ž .Suppose that w , w s 0. Since the actions of ad w on Ay1, 0 0, 1 y1, 0 r
Ž . Xand ad w on A are injective, we have0, 1 p
jq1 jq1 i0 / ad w A s ad w ad w AŽ . Ž . Ž .0, 1 p , r 0, 1 y1, 0 pqi , r
i jq1s ad w ad w A ,Ž . Ž .y1 , 0 0, 1 pqi , r
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so that
w A / 0, ; i G 0, j G 0,0, 1 pqi , rqj
2.2Ž .
w A / 0, ; i G 1, j G 0.y1 , 0 pqi , rqj
We also have
iq1 iq1 j0 / ad w A s ad w ad w AŽ . Ž . Ž .y1 , 0 p , r y1, 0 0, 1 p , ryj
j iq1s ad w ad w A ,Ž . Ž .0, 1 y1, 0 p , ryj
which yields
w A / 0, ; i G 0, j G 1,0, 1 pyi , ryj
2.3Ž .
w A / 0, ; i G 0, j G 0.y1 , 0 pyi , ryj
w xIf, in addition, w , w s 0, then1, 0 0, y1
iq1 j j iq10 / ad w ad w A s ad w ad w A ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1, 0 0, y1 p , rqj 0, y1 1, 0 p , rqj
which gives
w A / 0, ; i G 0, j G 1,0, y1 pqi , rqj
2.4Ž .
w A / 0, ; i G 0, j G 0.1, 0 pqi , rqj
Also,
jq1 i i jq10 / ad w ad w A s ad w ad w AŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .0, y1 1, 0 pyi , r 1, 0 0, y1 pyi , r
yields
w A / 0, ; i G 0, j G 0,0, y1 pyi , ryj
2.5Ž .
w A / 0, ; i G 1, j G 0.1, 0 pyi , ryj
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .The relations 2.2 , 2.3 , 2.4 , and 2.5 imply that all submodules A fork
Ž . Ž .k g Z are w -nondegenerate. In particular, A is w -nondegen-"1, 0 0 "1, 0
w xerate, which is impossible. So w , w / 0.1, 0 0, y1
w x w xSuppose that, in addition to w , w s 0, we have w , w sy1, 0 0, 1 y1, 0 0, y1
Ž .0. Then by 2.2 ,
i i0 / ad w ad w A s ad w ad w A ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0, y1 y1, 0 pqi , rq1 y1, 0 0, y1 pqi , rq1
so
w A / 0, ; i G 0. 2.6Ž .0, y1 pqi , rq1
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Ž .Similarly by 2.3 we have
i i0 / ad w ad w A s ad w ad w A ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y1 , 0 0, y1 p , r 0, y1 y1, 0 p , r
yielding
w A / 0, ; i G 1. 2.7Ž .0, y1 pyi , r
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . XThe relations 2.2 , 2.3 , 2.6 , and 2.7 imply that every submodule A forl
all l g Z is w -nondegenerate. Thus, AX is w -nondegenerate,0, "1 y1 0, "1
w xwhich contradicts the relation w , w s 0. Since up to symmetry, wey1, 0 0, 1
have covered every possible pair of these products being nonzero, the
claim is established.
w xClaim 2. If w , w s 0, then A is w -nondegenerate andy1, 0 0, 1 y1 "1, 0
AX is w -nondegenerate.1 0, "1
w x Ž . Ž .It follows from w , w s 0 that 2.2 and 2.3 hold. It also followsy1, 0 0, 1
w x Xfrom w , w s 0 that A is w -degenerate and A is w -y1, 0 0, 1 y1 0, "1 1 "1, 0
w xdegenerate. Since w , w / 0 by Claim 1, we must havey1, 0 0, y1
w x w xw , w s 0, w , w s 0 2.8Ž .y1 , y1 0, 1 1, 1 y1, 0
by Lemma 1.2. Suppose that A is w -degenerate or AX is w -de-y1 "1, 0 1 0, "1
generate. By symmetry we suppose that A is w -degenerate. Byy1 "1, 0
w xsymmetry we suppose that A is w -degenerate. Since w , w sy1 "1, 0 y1, 0 0, 1
w x w x0 it follows from Claim 1 that w , w / 0 and w , w / 0. Byy1, 0 0, y1 1, 0 0, "1
Lemma 1.2 we must have
w x w xw , w s 0, w , w s 0. 2.9Ž .y1 , y1 1, 0 1, y1 y1, 0
Ž . Ž .If w A / 0 for some j G 1, then by 2.3 and 2.8 , 0 /y1, y1 p, ryj
Ž . Ž . Ž .ad w ad w A s ad w A , which gives that0, 1 y 1, y 1 p , ry j 0, 1 p , ry j
Ž .w A / 0. We also have that 0 / w w A sy1, y1 p, ryjq1 y1, y1 0, 1 p, ryjy1
Ž .w w A , giving w A / 0. We conclude that0, 1 y1, y1 p, ryjy1 y1, y1 p, ryjy1
either w A / 0 for all j G 0, or w A s 0 for all j G 0.y1, y1 p, ryj y1, y1 p, ryj
In the former case, we will establish by induction on j that
w A / 0, ; j G 0. 2.10Ž .1, 0 py1, ryj
Ž .The inequality 2.10 is true when j s 0, and if it is true for j y 1,
Ž . Ž .then 0 / w w A s w w A , so thaty1, y1 1, 0 py1, ryjq1 1, 0 y1, y1 py1, ryjq1
Ž .w A / 0. Combining this with 2.3 we conclude that A is1, 0 py2, ryj ryj
Ž . Ž .w -nondegenerate for all j G 0. Hence 2.10 is true. By 2.9 we also"1, 0
ŽŽ Ž .. i . Ž Ž .. iŽ .see that 0 / w ad w A s ad w w A ,y1, y1 1, 0 pyi, ryj 1, 0 y1, y1 pyi, ryj
Ž .giving 0 / w A for i G 0 and j G 0. Combining 2.10 withy1, y1 pyi, ryj
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Ž .2.3 we get that A is w -nondegenerate for all j G 0. On the otherry j "1, 0
Ž . w xhand, if w A s 0 for all j G 0, by 2.3 and w , w gy1, y1 p, ryj y1, 0 0, y1
Ž . Ž .Fw then 0 / w w A s w w A , giving 0 /y1, y1 y1, 0 0, y1 p, r 0, y1 y1, 0 p, r
Ž . Xw A . Combining this with 2.3 we know that A is w -non-0, y1 py1, r py1 0, "1
degenerate. If w A / 0, then we have the first case holding withy1, y1 py1, r
p replaced by p y 1, and hence A is w -nondegenerate. Thenry1 "1, 0
Ž . Ž .0 / w w A s w w A , giving w A / 0,1, 0 y1, y1 py1, r y1, y1 1, 0 py1, r y1, y1 p, r
a contradiction. Thus, w A s 0 implies that w A s 0.y1, y1 p, r y1, y1 py1, r
Continuing, we see that either one of two conclusions holds:
Ž .i w A / 0 for all i, j G 0, and A is w -nondegeneratey1, y1 pyi, ryj ryj "1, 0
Ž . Xfor all j G 0, or ii w A s 0 for all i, j G 0, and A isy1, y1 pyi, ryj pyi
w -nondegenerate for all i G 0.0, "1
Ž .If w A / 0 for some j G 1, then by 2.2 , 0 /y1, y1 pq1, rq j
Ž . Ž .w w A s w w A , giving w A0, 1 y1, y1 pq1, rqj y1, y1 0, 1 pq1, rqj y1, y1 pq1, rqjq1
Ž . Ž ./ 0. Also by 2.2 we have 0 / w w A sy 1, y 1 0, 1 pq 1, rq jy 1
Ž .w w A , which implies that w A / 0. We0, 1 y1, y1 pq1, rqjy1 y1, y1 pq1, rqjy1
conclude that either w A / 0 for all j G 1 or for no j. In they1, y1 pq1, rqj
former case, we can again do an induction to show that w A / 01, 0 pq1, rqj
Ž .for all j G 0 by using 2.2 and the relation 0 / w w A s1, 0 y1, y1 pq1, rqj
Ž .w w A . Combining with 2.2 we deduce that A is w -y1, y1 1, 0 pq1, rqj rqj "1, 0
Ž . iŽ .nondegenerate for each j G 1. So we have 0 / ad w w A1, 0 y1, y1 pq1, rqj
ŽŽ . i .s w ad w A , so w A / 0 for all i, j G 1.y1, y1 1, 0 pq1, rqj y1, y1 pqi, rqj
w xIn the latter case, since w , w g Fw we infer that 0 /y1, 0 0, y1 y1, y1
w w A s w w A , so that w A / 0,0, y1 y1, 0 pq1, rq1 y1, 0 0, y1 pq1, rq1 0, y1 pq1, rq1
Ž . Xit follows from this together with 2.2 that A is w -nondegenerate.pq1 0, "1
Ž .Also, if w A / 0, then 0 / w w A sy1, y1 pq2, rq1 1, 0 y1, y1 pq2, rq1
Ž . Ž .w w A , which gives w A / 0. Combining with 2.2y1, y1 1, 0 pq2, rq1 1, 0 pq2, rq1
we deduce that A is w -nondegenerate. At the same time 0 /rq1 "1, 0
Ž . Ž .w A s w w A s w w A , soy1, y1 pq2, rq1 y1, y1 1, 0 pq1, rq1 1, 0 y1, y1 pq1, rq1
that w A / 0, a contradiction. So w A s 0, there-y1, y1 pq1, rq1 y1, y1 pq2, rq1
fore the latter case holds by replacing p by p q 1. Continuing, we are
Ž .led to the fact that one of two cases holds: either i9 w A / 0y1, y1 pqi, rqj
for all i, j G 1, and A is w -nondegenerate for all j G 0, orrq j "1, 0
Ž . Xii9 w A s 0 for all i, j G 1, and A is w -nondegeneratey1, y1 pqi, rqj pqi 0, "1
for all i G 0.
Ž . Ž .Considering together now the cases i9 and ii9 from the last paragraph
Ž . Ž .and the cases i and ii from the preceding paragraph, suppose first that
Ž . Ž .both i and i9 hold. Then A is w -nondegenerate for all k, whichk "1, 0
contradicts the fact that A is not w -nondegenerate. Suppose next0 "1, 0
Ž . Ž .that i and ii9 hold. Then A is w -nondegenerate for j G 0, andry j "1, 0
AX is w -nondegenerate for i G 0. If we replace p by p q 1 for thepq i 0, "1
Ž .argument above, we see that w A / 0 from i . But then if wey1, y1 pq1, r
use the original p but replace r by r y 1 we have w A s 0 fromy1, y1 pq1, r
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Ž . Ž . Ž .ii9 . This contradiction rules out the combination i and ii9 . The combi-
Ž . Ž . Ž .nation ii and i9 is ruled out by symmetry, leaving only the case when ii
Ž . Xand ii9 both hold. Here we have that A is w -nondegenerate for all l.l 0, "1
But AX is not w -nondegenerate. This contradiction completes they1 0, "1
proof of Claim 2.
w x w xSuppose first that one of the four elements w , w , w , w ,1, 0 0, 1 y1, 0 0, 1
w x w xw , w , w , w is zero. Without loss of generality we may1, 0 0, y1 y1, 0 0, y1
w xassume that w , w s 0. Then by Claims 1 and 2, we can assume thaty1, 0 0, 1
A is w -nondegenerate and AX is w -nondegenerate. Then 0 /y1 0, "1 1 0, "1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ad w ad w A s ad w ad w A , showing thaty 1, 0 0, 1 1, y 2 0, 1 y 1, 0 1, y 2
Ž . Ž .ad w A / 0. But then, by Proposition 2.1, ad w must annihi-0, 1 0, y2 0, y1
Xlate A , which is clearly false. Therefore Lemma 2.2 is true.1
PROPOSITION 2.3. If there exist r, p g Z such that A is w -nondegen-r "1, 0
erate and AX is w -nondegenerate, then A are w -nondegenerate,p 0, "1 "1 "1, 0
and AX are w -nondegenerate."1 0, "1
Proof. Claim. Either A or A is w -nondegenerate, and either1 y1 "1, 0
AX or AX is w -nondegenerate.1 y1 0, "1
If this conclusion is not true, by symmetry we may suppose that both AX1
and AX are not w -nondegenerate. By Lemma 2.2 we know thaty1 0, "1
w x w x w x w xw ,w , w , w , w , w , and w , w are nonzero. It1, 0 0, 1 1, 0 0, y1 y1, 0 0, 1 y1 0, y1
follows from Lemma 1.1 that
w x w xw , w s 0, w , w s 0,y1 , 1 0, y1 y1, y1 0, 1
2.11Ž .
w x w xw , w s 0, w , w s 0.1, 1 0, y1 1, y1 0, 1
We consider what these relations tell us about AX . If w A / 0pq1 y1, 1 pq1, j0
for some integer j , then 0 / w w A s w w A , so0 0, y1 y1, 1 pq1, j y1, 1 0, y1 pq1, j0 0
that w A / 0 and w A / 0. By induction on j andy1, 1 pq1, j y1 0, y1 pq1, j0 0
using 0 / w w A s w w A , we can show that0, y1 y1, 1 pq1, j y1, 1 0, y1 pq1, j
w A / 0, w A / 0, ; j F j . 2.12Ž .y1 , 1 pq1, j 0, y1 pq1, j 0
If w A / 0 for some integer j , then 0 / w A s1, y1 p, j 1 1, y1 p, j1 1
w w A s w w A , so that w A / 0 and1, y1 0, 1 p, j y1 0, 1 1, y1 p, j y1 1, y1 p, j y11 1 1
w A / 0. Then using induction on j and 0 / w w A s0, 1 pq1, j y2 1, y1 0, 1 p, jy11
w w A , we obtain0, 1 1, y1 p, jy1
w A / 0, w A / 0, ; j F j . 2.13Ž .1, y1 p , j 0, 1 pq1, jy2 1
Ž . Ž .Combining 2.12 and 2.13 we conclude that at least one of the following
Ž . X Ž .three holds: i A is w -nondegenerate, ii w annihilates all ofpq1 0, "1 y1, 1
X Ž . XA , iii w annihilates all of A .pq1 1, y1 p
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Subclaim. AX is w -nondegenerate.pq1 0, "1
Suppose that AX is w -degenerate. If w annihilates all ofpq1 0, "1 y1, 1
X w x Ž .A , by w , w g Fw then 0 / w w A spq 1 0, 1 y 1, 0 y 1, 1 0, 1 y 1, 0 pq 1, r
Ž .w w A implies that w A / 0 and w A / 0.y1, 0 0, 1 pq1, r 0, 1 pq1, r y1, 0 pq1, rq1
Ž .By induction on j G 0 and using 0 / w w A s0, 1 y 1, 0 pq 1, rq j
Ž .w w A , we gety1, 0 0, 1 pq1, rqj
w A / 0, w A / 0, ; j G 0. 2.14Ž .0, 1 pq1, rqj y1, 0 pq1, rqj
If w annihilates all of AX , by induction on j G 0 and by using1,y1 p
w x Ž . Ž .w , w g Fw and 0 / w w A s w w A , we0, y1 1, 0 1, y1 1, 0 0, 1 p, rqj 0, y1 1, 0 p, rqj
obtain
w A / 0, w A / 0, ; j G 0. 2.149Ž .1, 0 p , rqj 0, y1 pq1, rqj
Ž . Ž .Case 1. Suppose ii and iii hold.
Ž . Ž . XFrom 2.14 and 2.149 it follows that A is w -nondegenerate,pq1 0, "1
which contradicts the hypothesis.
Ž . Ž .Case 2. Suppose that ii holds but iii does not.
Ž . w xWe know that 2.14 is true. If w A s 0, by w , w g1, y1 p, rq1 1, 0 0, y1
Ž . Ž .Fw we get 0 / w w A s w w A , which gives1, y1 1, 0 0, y1 p, rq1 0, y1 1, 0 p, rq1
Ž . Ž .w A / 0. Since ii implies 2.14 , the last inequality implies0, y1 pq1, rq1
that AX is w -nondegenerate, a contradiction. So w A / 0.pq1 0, "1 1, y1 p, rq1
Ž . Ž .By 0 / w A s w w A s w w A , we have1, y1 p, rq1 1, y1 0, 1 p, r 0, 1 1, y1 p, r
w A / 0 and w A / 0. By induction on j G 0 and using0, 1 pq1, ry1 1, y1 p, r
Ž . Ž .0 / w w A s w w A we get w A / 0 for1, y1 0, 1 p, ryj 0, 1 1, y1 p, ryj 0, 1 pq1, ryj
Ž .all j ) 0. Combining this with 2.14 we obtain that
w A / 0, ; j g Z. 2.15Ž .0, 1 pq1, rqj
Ž .If, in addition, w A / 0 for some j, then 0 / w w A s1, 1 p, rqj 1, 1 0, y1 p, rqjq1
Ž .w w A , showing that w A / 0. Combining this0, y1 1, 1 p, rqjq1 0, y1 pq1, rqjq2
Ž . Xwith 2.15 we know that A is not w -nondegenerate, a contradic-pq1 0, "1
tion. Hence,
w AX s 0. 2.16Ž .1, 1 p
Ž . Ž . Ž .By induction on j, and by using 2.15 , 2.16 , and 0 / w w A s0, 1 1, 0 p, rqj
Ž .w w A , we can deduce that1, 0 0, 1 p, rqj
w A / 0, ; j G 0. 2.17Ž .1, 0 p , rqj
Ž .Combining this with 2.14 , we find that A is w -nondegenerate forrq j "1, 0
Ž .j G 0. Similarly, by induction on j G 0, and by using 2.16 and 0 /
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Ž . Ž .w w A s w w A , we can deduce that1, 0 0, 1 p, ryj 0, 1 1, 0 p, ryj
w A / 0, ; j G 0. 2.179Ž .1, 0 p , ryj
Ž . Ž .By induction on j G 0, and by using 2.15 , ii , and 0 /
Ž . Ž .w w A s w w A , we infer thaty1, 0 0, 1 pq1, ryj 0, 1 y1, 0 pq1, ryj
w A / 0, ; j G 0.y1 , 0 pq1, ryj
Ž .Combining this with 2.179 , we obtain that A is w -nondegeneratery j "1, 0
for j G 0. So A is w -nondegenerate for every j g Z. But since A isj "1, 0 0
not w -nondegenerate, we have a contradiction. This rules out Case 2."1, 0
Ž . Ž .Case 3. Suppose that iii holds but ii does not.
Ž .We know that 2.149 is true. If w A s 0, we get that 0 /y1, 1 pq1, r
Ž . Ž .w w A s w w A . So w A / 0. Combining0, 1 y1, 0 pq1, r y1, 0 0, 1 pq1, r 0, 1 pq1, r
Ž . Xthis with 2.149 we obtain that A is w -nondegenerate, whichpq1 0, "1
contradicts the hypothesis. Thus w A / 0. By induction on j G 0,y1, 1 pq1, r
Ž . Ž .and by using 0 / w w A s w w A , we get0, y1 y1, 1 pq1, ryj y1, 1 0, y1 pq1, ryj
Ž .that w A / 0 for all j ) 0. Combining this with 2.149 , we see0, y1 pq1, ryj
that
w A / 0, ; j g Z. 2.159Ž .0, y1 pq1, ryj
On the other hand, if w A / 0 for some r g Z, then 0 /y1, y1 pq1, r 11
Ž . Ž .w w A s w w A , giving w A / 0. Com-0, 1 y1, y1 pq1, r y1, y1 0, 1 pq1, r 0, 1 pq1, r1 1 1
Ž . Xbining this with 2.159 we see that A is w -nondegenerate, apq1 0, "1
contradiction. Thus
w AX s 0. 2.169Ž .y1 , y1 pq1
Ž . Ž .By induction on j G 0, and by using 2.159 , 2.169 , and 0 /
Ž . Ž .w w A s w w A , we can deduce thaty1, 0 0, y1 pq1, rq j 0, y1 y1, 0 pq1, rq j
Ž .w A / 0, ; j G 0. Combining this with 2.149 we see that Ay1, 0 pq1, rqj rqj
is w -nondegenerate for j G 0."1, 0
Ž . Ž .Then, induction on j G 0, and the use of 2.159 , 2.169 , and 0 /
Ž . Ž .w w A s w w A , yields0, y1 y1, 0 pq1, ryj y1, 0 0, y1 pq1, ryj
w A / 0, ; j G 0. 2.18Ž .y1 , 0 pq1, ryj
Ž . XBy induction on j G 0, and by using 2.159 , w A s 0, and 0 /1, y1 p
Ž . Ž .w w A s w w A , we obtain that w A / 0,0, y1 1, 0 p, ryj 1, 0 0, y1 p, ryj 1, 0 p, ryj
Ž .; j G 0. Combining this with 2.18 we see that A is w -nondegener-ry j "1, 0
ate for j G 0. Thus A is w -nondegenerate for j g Z. This contradictsj "1, 0
the fact that A is w -degenerate.0 "1, 0
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Thus our subclaim is proved, i.e., AX is w -nondegenerate.pq1 0, "1
Everything here is left-right symmetric, so AX must be w -nonde-p"1 0, "1
generate. Repeatedly using this result we obtain that AX must bepq i
w -nondegenerate for i g Z. Since AX is not w -nondegenerate, we0, "1 0 0, "1
have a contradiction, which establishes our claim.
By our claim, and by symmetry, we may suppose that AX and A are1 y1
w -nondegenerate and w -nondegenerate, respectively. If AX is0, "1 "1, 0 y1
w xnot w -nondegenerate, then w , w s 0 by Lemma 2.2. There-0, "1 y1, y1 0, 1
Ž . Ž .fore, 0 / w w w s w w w , which implies again thaty1, y1 0, 1 1, y1 0, 1 y1, y1 1, y1
w A / 0. By Proposition 2.1 we have w AX s 0, a contradiction.0, 1 0, y2 0, y1 p
Thus AX must be w -nondegenerate, and by symmetry the samey1 0, "1
argument implies that A is w -nondegenerate. This completes the1 "1, 0
proof of Proposition 2.3.
Ž .From this proposition it is clear that Condition M3 is equivalent to
Ž . XCondition M39 : A are w -nondegenerate and A are w -non-"1 "1, 0 "1 0, "1
degenerate.
From now on in this section we assume that A is nondegenerate. We define
Ž .the length l w of an element w g A, where r, s g Z, to be ther , s r , s
minimal number of generating elements when w is expressed as ar , s
Ž .product of generating elements. For example, l w s 4.1, 3
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose that A is nondegenerate.
Ž .a If w g A is annihilated by the generating elements w and"1, 0
w , then Fw is in the center of A;0, "1
Ž .b E¤ery element w g A is a product of two elements of A with oner , s
factor being a generating element of A.
Ž .Proof. a If w is annihilated by the generating elements of A, then it
is also annihilated by all products of generating elements of A, and hence
by all of A. Thus, Fw must be in the center of A.
Ž .b Suppose that w g A cannot be written as a product of twor , s
elements of A with one factor being a generating element of A. Then
w xthere exist basis elements w , w g A with w , w s c w forr , s r , s r , s r , s 1 r , s1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
Ž .some nonzero c g F* such that l w is minimal. From the hypothesis1 r , s1 1
Ž . w xwe know that l w ) 1. Let w s c w , w for some nonzeror , s r , s 2 i , j i , j1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .c g F* such that l w - l w and l w - l w . Then,2 i , j r , s i , j r , s1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1
w xc c w s w , w , w1 2 r , s i , j i , j r , s1 1 2 2 2 2
w x w xs c w , w , w y w , w , w .1 i , j i , j r , s i , j r , s i , j1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2
So at least one of the two terms on the right side must be nonzero, say
w w xx w w xxw , w , w / 0. It follows that w g F w , w , w , toi , j i , j r , s r , s i , j i , j r , s1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2
Ž .contradict the choice of w . This establishes part b .r , s1 1
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PROPOSITION 2.5. Suppose that A is nondegenerate.
Ž . Xa The subalgebras A and A are abelian;0 0
Ž .b For each k, the module A is w -degenerate if and only ifk "1, 0
A s 0;0, k
Ž . Xc For each k, the module A is w -degenerate if and only ifk 0, "1
A s 0;k , 0
Ž .d A s 0 implies that A s 0 for all k g Z;m , 0 0, k m
Ž .e A s 0 implies that A s 0 for all k g Z.0, m k m , 0
Ž . w xProof. a We shall show only that A is abelian. Suppose w , w0 i, 0 j, 0
s aw / 0 for some fixed i, j g Z. Since the A are w -nondegen-iq j, 0 "1 "1, 0
w xerate, we know by Proposition 2.1 that w , A s 0, i.e.,iq j, 0 "1
w xw , w s 0, ;k g Z. 2.19Ž .iq j , 0 k , "1
w x Ž . w xIn particular, w , w s 0. From M39 we know that w , wiq j, 0 0, "1 "1, 1 0, y1
w x/ 0. Then there exist a g F* such that w , w s a w / 0." "1, 1 0, y1 " "1, 0
Ž .Combining this with 2.19 again, we deduce that
y1w x w xw , w s a w , w , w s 0.iq j , 0 "1, 0 iqj , 0 "1, 1 0, y1
Ž . Ž .Again using 2.19 and Lemma 2.4 a , we see that Fw is a 1-dimen-iq j, 0
sional ideal of A, which contradicts the hypothesis on A. Hence A is0
Ž .abelian, Part a is proved.
Ž .By a , we deduce that, for all i, j g Z,
w x w x w x0 s w , w , w s b w , w q c w , w ,0, 1 1, i y1, j 1, iq1 y1, j 1, i y1, jq1
where b and c are nonzero constants. So
w x w xF w , w s F w , w , ; i , j g Z.1, iq1 y1, j 1, i y1, jq1
Hence
w x w xF w , w s F w , w , ; i , k g Z. 2.20Ž .1, 0 y1, k 1, i y1, kyi
Similarly,
w x w xF w , w s F w , w , ; i , k g Z. 2.21Ž .0, 1 k , y1 i , 1 kyi , y1
Let S s Ý A . Consider the S-modules V s Ý A and Vig Z i, i 1 ig Z i, iq1 y1
w x w x w xs Ý A . Since w , w / 0, w , w / 0, w , w /ig Z i, iy1 1, 1 y1, 0 1, 1 0, y1 y1, y1 1, 0
w x0, and w , w / 0, we know that V and V are w -nonde-y1, y1 0, 1 1 y1 "1, "1
w xgenerate. If w , w s aw / 0, by Proposition 2.1 we see thati, i j, j iqj, iqj
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w xw , V s 0. Noting that w and w are in V q V , weiq j,iqj "1 "1, 0 0, "1 1 y1
Ž .deduce that w annihilates w and w . From Lemma 2.4 a andiq j, iqj "1, 0 0, "1
Ž .M2 it follows that A s 0. Thus we getiq j, iqj
A , A s 0, ; i , j g Z. 2.22Ž .i , i j , j
Ž .b Suppose that A is w -degenerate and A / 0. It followsr "1, 0 0, r
w x w x Ž . Ž .that w , A s 0 or w , A s 0. In the first case, by a and M21, 0 0, r y1, 0 1, r
w x w x w w xxwe must have w , A / 0. So w , A s w , w , A sy1, 0 0, r 1, 0 y1, r 1, 0 y1, 0 0, r
Ž . w x0. By 2.20 it follows that w , A s 0. Thus we must have A s 0.1, r y1, 0 0, r
w x Ž .In the second case, combining w , A s 0 with 2.20 we again gety1, 0 1, r
Ž .A s 0. Hence b is proved.0, r
Ž .Part c follows by symmetry.
Ž . Ž .d Suppose that A / 0 for some k. By Lemma 2.4 b and0, k m
Ž . w x Ž .2.20 we know that w , w / 0. Again by 2.20 we have"1, 0 .1, k m
w x k kw , w / 0. Let S s Ý A . Since the S -module"1, . k .1, kŽm"1. ig Z i, yi k
Ý A is w -degenerate, we must haveig Z iqm , yi k "1, . k
w xw , w s 0. 2.23Ž .0, k m .1, " k
X Ž .By noting that A are w -nondegenerate, by using a , and by"1 0, "1
Ž .applying w to 2.23 repeatedly, we deduce that0, "1
w xw , w s 0. 2.24Ž .0, k m .1, 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .From a , 2.24 , and M2 it follows that A s 0. Hence d is proved.0, k m
Ž .Part e follows by symmetry.
We shall conclude this section with two important propositions.
PROPOSITION 2.6. Suppose that for a fixed positi¤e integer i, AX are" i
w -nondegenerate. Let c , cX g F be such that w w s c w and0, "1 k k 0, k i, j k i, jqk
X Ž .w w s c w for all k, j g Z Proposition 2.1 . Denote b s0, k yi, j k yi, jqk
X w X X xyc rc . If w g A , A , we ha¤e1 1 0, k i yi
cX s ybkc . 2.25Ž .k k
Proof. For convenience, let y s w , and z s w .j i, j j yi, j
w x XCase 1. Suppose k G 1. Note that if w , w / 0, then c s 0 s c1, 0 ky1, 0 k k
Ž .by Proposition 2.1, and so 2.25 is trivially satisfied. Thus we may assume
w x w xthat w , w s 0. Note that there exists j such that y , z / 0.1, 0 ky1, 0 1 j qk yj1 1
Then
y1 w x w x w x0 s c w y , z s y , z y b y , z . 2.26Ž .1 0, 1 jy1 kyj j kyj jy1 kyjq1
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Combining together the different cases j s j q 1, j q 2, . . . , j q k of1 1 1
Ž . w x yk w x2.26 , we obtain 0 s y , z y b y , z . Combining this withj kyj kqj yj1 1 1 1
w x w x X w x0 s w y , z s c y , z q c y , z0, k j yj k kqj yj k j kyj1 1 1 1 1 1
Ž .yields 2.25 for k G 1.
w xCase 2. Suppose k ) 1, and note that if w , w / 0, then1, 0 yky1, 0
X Ž .c s 0 s c by Proposition 2.1, giving 2.25 . Thus we may suppose thatyk yk
w x w xw , w s 0. Again there exists j such that y , z / 0. Then1, 0 yky1, 0 1 j yk yj1 1
y1 w x w x w x0 s c w y , z s y , z y b y , z . 2.27Ž .1 0, 1 jy1 ykyj j ykyj jy1 ykyjq1
Ž .Combining the different cases j s j , j y 1, . . . , j y k q 1 of 2.27 , we1 1 1
w x kw xobtain 0 s y , z y b y , z . Combining this withj ykyj ykqj yj1 1 1 1
w x w x X w x0 s w y , z s c y , z q c y , z0, yk j yj yk ykqj yj yk j ykyj1 1 1 1 1 1
Ž .yields 2.25 .
By duality, identical results hold for A and w ." i " i, 0
PROPOSITION 2.7. Suppose that for the two fixed integers i , i with i / 01 2 1
w xwe ha¤e w , w s a w for all j, k g Z, where a g F. If thei , j i , k j, k i qi , jqk j, k1 2 1 2
three modules AX , AX , AX are all w -nondegenerate, then all thei i i qi 0, "11 2 1 2
constants a are determined by a , a and the ¤alues of the three modulesj, k 0, 1 1, 0
AX , AX , AX .i i i qi1 2 1 2
Proof. The result is independent of how the basis for each of the
modules is chosen. We will pick a way of choosing a basis that will be
useful later. For brevity, we denote y s w , z s w , t s w . Leti i , i i i , i i i qi , i1 2 1 2w xthe bases of the three modules be normalized so that w , y s cy ,0, 1 i iq1
w x w x w x w xw , y s c9y , w , z s dz , w , z s d9z , w , t s0, y1 i iy1 0, 1 j jq1 0, y1 j jy1 0, 1 k
w xbt , and w , t s b9t , where c, c9b, b9d, d9 g F. Thenkq1 0, y1 k ky1
ba t s a w , ti j iqjq1 i j 0, 1 iqj
w x w x w xs w , y , z s w , y , z q y , w , z0, 1 i j 0, 1 i j i 0, 1 j
w x w xs c y , z q d y , z s ca q da t ,Ž .iq1 j i jq1 iq1, j i , jq1 iqjq1
b9a t s a w , ti j iqjy1 i j 0, y1 iqj
w x w x w xs w , y , z s w , y , z q y , w , z0, y1 i j 0, y1 i j i 0, y1 j
w x w xs c9 y , z q d9 y , z s c9a q d9a t .Ž .iy1 j i jy1 iy1, j i , jy1 iqjy1
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These give the relations
ba s ca q da , b9a s c9a s d9a . 2.28Ž .i j iq1, j i , jq1 i j iy1, j i , jy1
Since AX , AX , AX , are all w -nondegenerate, we know thati i i qi 0, "11 2 1 2
Ž .cc9bb9dd9 / 0. From 2.28 we obtain
bb9a s c c9a q d9a q d c9a q d9a ,Ž . Ž .i j i j iq1, jy1 iy1, jq1 i j
or
bb9 y cc9 y dd9 a s cd9a q dc9a . 2.29Ž . Ž .i j iq1, jy1 iy1, jq1
Writing e s bb9 y cc9 y dd9, we get
e cd9 e dc9
a s a y a , a s a y a .iy1, jq1 i j iq1, jy1 iq1, jy1 i j iy1, jq1dc9 dc9 cd9 cd9
2.30Ž .
Now, given a and a , we can find a for any integer i using the01 10 i, 1yi
Ž .equations of 2.29 . Then a can be determined for all other values of ii j
Ž .and j using the equations 2.28 since bb9 / 0.
3. THE NONSINGULAR CASE
ŽIn this section we shall assume that A is nonsingular see Definition
.1.3 , and prove Theorem 1.1 in this case.
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that A is nonsingular. Then
Ž .  4a A is w -nondegenerate for all j g Z _ 0 ;j "1, 0
Ž . X  4b A is w -nondegenerate for all j g Z _ 0 ;j 0, "1
Ž . Ž . Ž .c A s 0 if and only if i, j s 0, 0 .i, j
Ž . Ž .Proof. Parts a and b follow directly from the nondegeneracy of A,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and parts b , c , and d of Proposition 2.5. Part c follows directly from
Ž . Ž .a and b .
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We shall show this theorem by a combination of
normalizing elements to make the products match, and comparing the
Ž .algebra A with L and L q . We recall that for an appropriate basis in a
Ž .Block algebra the products are given by 1.1 and for an appropriate basis
Ž . Ž . Ž .in L q the products are given by 1.2 . Using Lemma 3.1 c we may
 4choose w g A _ 0 . For our normalization process, we begin with thei, j i, j
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elements w and w which we take as given. We normalize all w using0, 1 1, 0 i, j
the following three steps:
Ž .B1 we normalize the elements w for all j g Z with j / 0 suchj, 1
w xthat w , w s w ,1, 0 j, 1 jq1, 1
Ž .B2 we normalize the elements w for all k, j g Z with j / 0 andj, k
w xk / 1 such that w , w s yjw ,0, 1 j, k j, kq1
Ž .  4 w xB3 we define the elements w for all k g Z _ 0 by w , w0, k 1, 0 0, k
s kw .1, k
Ž . Ž .By repeatedly applying yad w to the equation in B3 , and using0, 1
Ž . Ž .Proposition 2.5 a and B2 , we deduce that
w xw , w s kw , ; j, k g Z with j G 0.1, j 0, k 1, jqk
Ž . Ž .By induction on j F 0, and again using Proposition 2.5 a and B2 , we
infer that
w xw , w s kw , ; j, k g Z. 3.1Ž .1, j 0, k 1, jqk
By Proposition 2.5 we know that
w x w xw , w s 0, w , w s 0, ; j, k g Z. 3.2Ž .j , 0 k , 0 0, j 0, k
Ž . Ž .From 3.1 , B2 , and Proposition 2.6 it follows that
w xw , w s ykw , ; j, k g Z. 3.3Ž .y1 , j 0, k y1, jqk
w xCase 1. Suppose w , w s 2w .0, y1 2, 1 2, 0
In this case we shall show that A is isomorphic to the Block algebra L
Ž . w xdefined by 1.1 . Suppose w , w s a w . From the hypothesis,1, i 1, j i, j 2, iqj
Ž . Ž .B1 , and 3.1 we deduce that
w x w x2w s w , w s w , w , w2, 0 0, y1 2, 1 0, y1 1, 0 1, 1
w xs w , w ,1, y1 1, 1
i.e.,
w xw , w s 2w . 3.4Ž .1, y1 1, 1 2, 0
Ž . Ž .From B1 and 3.4 we know that a s 0, a s ya s 1, and a s0, 0 0, 1 1, 0 y1, 1
Ž .2. Substituting this into the second equation of 2.28 with i s 0, j s 1,
c s y1 s yc9, b s y2, and d s y1 s yd9, we obtain b9 s 2, or bb9 s
y4. Thus the value of AX is the same as for the Block algebra. Since2
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a s ya s 1, by Proposition 2.7 it follows that01 10
w xw , w s j y i w , ; i , j g Z. 3.5Ž . Ž .1, i 1, j 2, iqj
Ž . Ž .From 3.1 and 3.5 it is clear that
w x w xj y i w , w s w , w , wŽ . 0, k 2, iqj 0, k 1, i 1, j
w x w xs yk w , w y k w , w1, iqk 1, j 1, i 1, jqk
s y2k j y i w ,Ž . 2, iqjqk
i.e.,
w xw , w s y2kw , ;k , i g Z. 3.6Ž .0, k 2, i 2, kqi
Ž . w xFrom B2 we know that w , w s ykw . By repeatedly applying0, 1 k , 0 k , 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .ad w to this equation, and using Proposition 2.5 a and B1 , we get1, 0
that
w xw , w s ykw , ; j, k g Z. 3.7Ž .j , 1 k , 0 jqk , 1
Ž . w xNote that 3.7 also holds even if w , w / 2w . By noting that the0, y1 2, 1 2, 0
X X X w xvalues of A , A , A are y1, y1, y4, respectively, that w , w s1 y1 2 y1, 1 2, 0
w x Ž .y2w , and w , w s yw from 3.7 , by using Proposition 2.61, 1 y1, 0 2, 1 1, 1
Ž .and by comparing with 1.1 , we get that
w xw , w s y i q 2k w , ;k , i g Z. 3.8Ž . Ž .y1 , k 2, i 1, kqi
w x Ž . Ž .Suppose that w , w s ia w , ; i g Z. By 3.1 and 3.3 we have1, 0 y1, i i 0, i
w x w x w x0 s w , w , w s yj w , w q j w , w0, j 1, 0 y1, i 1, j y1, i 1, 0 y1, iqj
w xs yj w , w q j i q j a w ,Ž .1, j y1, i iqj 0, iqj
i.e.,
w xw , w s i q j a w , ; i , j g Z.Ž .1, i y1, j iqj 0, iqj
Ž . Ž . Ž .By 3.5 , 3.7 , 3.8 and the above equation we infer that
w x w xy 1 y 2 i w s 1 y 2 i w , w s w , w , wŽ . Ž .1, 1 y1, 0 2, 1 y1, 0 1, i 1, 1yi
w x w xs yia w , w y 1 y i a w , wŽ .i 0, i 1, 1yi 1yi 1, i 0, 1yi
22s i a y 1 y i a w ,Ž .Ž .i 1yi 1, 1
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and
w x w xy2 2 y 2 i w s 2 y 2 i w , w s w , w , wŽ . Ž .1, 2 y1, 0 2, 2 y1, 0 1, i 1, 2yi
w x w xs yia w , w y 2 y i a w , wŽ .i 0, i 1, 2yi 2yi 1, i 0, 2yi
22s i a y 2 y i a w .Ž .Ž .i 2yi 1, 2
So
22i a y 1 y i a s y 1 y 2 i , ; i g Z,Ž . Ž .i 1yi
and
22i a y 2 y i a s y2 2 y 2 i , ; i g Z.Ž . Ž .i 2yi
Taking the difference of the last equations, and replacing 1 y i with i, we
get
22i a s i q 1 a y 2 i y 1.Ž .i iq1
Since a s 1, we get a s 1 for all i / 0. Thus1 i
w xw , w s i q j w , ; i , j g Z.Ž .1, i y1, j 0, iqj
Now we are ready using induction on the positive integer n to establish
Ž .Statement E n . For y1 F i, k F n with y1 F i q k F n, j, l g Z,
Ž . X 2E The value of A is yi ,1 i
Ž . w x Ž .E w , w s il y kj w .2 i, j k , l iqk , jql
Ž . Ž .We know that E 2 is true. We assume that E n holds for some n ) 2,
Ž . w xand we will establish E n q 1 . Let a g F be defined by w , w si, j 1, i n, j
Ž .a w . Then by E n we havei, j nq1, iqj
w x w xa w , w s w , w , wi , j y1, 0 nq1, iqj y1, 0 1, i n , j
w x w xs w , w , w q w , w , wy1 , 0 1, i n , j 1, i y1, 0 n , j
w x w xs yi w , w y j w , w0, i n , j 1, i ny1, j
s i2 nw y j j y in q i wŽ .n , iqj n , iqj
s i q j ni y j w .Ž . Ž . n , iqj
For j s 1 y i, we obtain that there exists a constant a g F such that
Ž . Ž .n q 1 i y 1 s a a . Since a s 1 by B1 , we deduce that a s y1i, 1yi 0, 1
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and
a s 1 y n q 1 i , ; i g Z. 3.9Ž . Ž .i , 1yi
Ž .Substituting into the second equation of 2.30 with i s 1, j s 0, c s
Ž . Ž .y1 s yc9, d s yn s yd9, and b s y n q 1 , and using 3.9 we obtain
Ž . Ž .b9 s n q 1 . So we have established part 1 of E n q 1 . At the same time
Ž .by Proposition 2.7 and by comparing the brackets with 1.1 , we get
a s j y ni, i.e.,i, j
w xw , w s j y ni w , ; i , j g Z. 3.10Ž . Ž .1, i n , j nq1, iqj
Ž .From 3.10 and the induction hypothesis it is clear that
w x w xj y ni w , w s w , w , wŽ . 0, k nq1, iqj 0, k 1, i n , j
w x w xs yk w , w y kn w , w1, iqk 1, j 1, i 1, jqk
s yk n q 1 j y ni w ,Ž . Ž . 2, iqjqk
i.e.,
w xw , w s yj n q 1 w , ; j, i g Z. 3.11Ž . Ž .0, j nq1, i 2, jqi
Next by induction on 0 F k F nr2 we shall show that
w xw , w s kj y i n y k q 1 w , ; i , j g Z. 3.12Ž . Ž .Ž .k , i nykq1, j nq1, iqj
Ž .We know that 3.12 holds for k s 0, 1. If i / 0 we have the following
calculation:
w x w xi w , w s w , w , wk i nykq1, j 1, 0 ky1, i nykq1, j
w x w xs w , w , w q w , w , w1, 0 nykq1, j ky1, i 1, 0 ky1, i nykq1, j
w xs j w , wnykq2, j ky1, i
w xq k y 1 j y i n y k q 1 w , w 4Ž . Ž . 1, 0 n , iqj
s j n y k q 2 i y j k y 1 w 4Ž . Ž . nq1, iqj
q k y 1 j y i n y k q 1 i q j w 4Ž . Ž . Ž . nq1, iqj
s i kj y i n y k q 1 w . 4Ž . nq1, iqj
When i s 0, we can do the same calculation factoring w as the productk i
Ž .of w and w instead of w and w . This establishes 3.12 .0, y1 k1 1, 0 ky1, i
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Ž .By using 3.12 we deduce that
w x w xj y ni w , w s w , w , wŽ . y1 , k nq1, iqj y1, k 1, i n , j
w xs y i q k w , wŽ . 0, iqk n , j
w xy j q nk w , wŽ . 1, i ny1, jqk
s j y ni yi y j y k n q 1 w ,Ž . Ž .Ž . n , iqjqk
i.e.,
w xw , w s yi y k n q 1 w , ;k , i g Z.Ž .Ž .y1 , k nq1, i n , kqi
Ž . Ž .This completes the proof of E n q 1 . Hence the statement E n is true
for all positive n.
We are now ready using induction on the positive integer n to establish
Ž .Statement C n . For i, k G yn with i q k G yn, j, l g Z,
Ž . 2C The value of A is yi ,1 i
Ž . w x Ž .C w , w s il y kj w .2 i, j k , l iqk , jql
Ž . Ž .We know that C 1 is true. We assume that C n holds for some n G 1,
Ž . Žand we will establish C n q 1 . First fix an integer k such that k, y n q
. w x1 q k ) yn y 1. Let a g F be defined by w , w si, j k , i yny1yk , j
Ž .a w . Then by B1 and the inductive hypothesis we havei, j yny1, iqj
w x w xa w s a w , w s w , w , wi , 1yi yn , 1 i , 1yi 1, 0 yny1, 1 1, 0 k , i yny1yk , 1yi
w x w xs i w , w q 1 y i w , wŽ .kq1, i yny1yk , 1yi k , i ynyk , 1yi
s i k q 1 1 y i q i n q 1 q kŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž
y 1 y i k 1 y i q i n q k wŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . yn , 1
s ni q k q i w .Ž . yn , 1
Ž .So a s ni q k q i. Substituting into the second equation of 2.30 withi, 1yi
i s 1, j s 0, c s yk s yc9, d s n q 1 q k s yd9, and b s n q 1, we
Ž . Ž .obtain b9 s y n q 1 . So we have established part 1 of C n q 1 . At the
Ž .same time by Proposition 2.7 and by comparing the brackets with 1.1 , we
Ž .get a s kj q n q 1 q k i, i.e.,i, j
w xw , w s kj q n q 1 q k i w , ; i , j g Z.Ž .Ž .k , i yny1yk , j yny1, iqj
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From the last equation and the inductive hypothesis it is clear that
w x w xni y j w , w s w , w , wŽ . 0, k yny1, iqj 0, k y1, i yn , j
w x w xs k w , w q kn w , wy1 , iqk yn , j y1, i yn , jqk
s k n q 1 ni y j w ,Ž . Ž . 2, iqjqk
i.e.,
w xw , w s j n q 1 w , ; j, i g Z.Ž .0, j yny1, i 2, jqi
Similarly we can deduce that for k ) 0
w xw , w s kj q i n q 1 w , ; i , j g Z.Ž .Ž .k , i yny1, j ynqky1, iqj
Ž . Ž .This completes the proof of C n q 1 . Hence the statement C n is true
for all positive n. Therefore we have proved that A , L in this case.
w x  4Case 2. Suppose w , w s aw , where a g F* s F _ 0 but0, y1 2, 1 2, 0
a / 2.
Ž .In this case we shall show that A is isomorphic to a q-form L q of the
Ž .Block algebra defined by 1.2 for a suitable q g F.
Ž .2Choose a q g F such that q q 1 r2 q s a. Since a / 0 or 2, we know
that q / "1. We claim that q is not a root of unity.
Ž . Ž .From the hypothesis, 3.1 , and B1 we deduce that
w x w xaw s w , w s w , w , w2, 0 0, y1 2, 1 0, y1 1, 0 1, 1
w xs w , w ,1, y1 1, 1
i.e.,
w xw , w s aw . 3.13Ž .1, y1 1, 1 2, 0
w x Ž . Ž .Suppose w , w s a w for all i, j g Z. From B1 and 3.13 we1, i 1, j i, j 2, iqj
Ž .2know that a s ya s 1 and a s a s q q 1 r2 q. Substituting0, 1 1, 0 y1, 1
Ž .this into the second equation of 2.28 with i s 0, j s 1, c s y1 s yc9,
Ž .2b s y2, and d s y1 s yd9, we obtain b9 s a s a s q q 1 r2 q,y1, 1
Ž .2 Ž .or bb9 s y q q 1 rq. Thus 2.30 becomes
2q q 1Ž .
a s y 2 a y a .iy1, jq1 i , j iq1, jy1ž /q
By setting j s 1 y i, we get
q2 q 1
a s a y a . 3.14Ž .iy1, 2yi i , 1yi iq1, yiq
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Ž . Ž .By induction on "i i ) 0 and using 3.14 , we can show that
1 y q2 iy1
a s , ; i g Z. 3.15Ž .i , 1yi iy1q q y 1Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .By induction on "j j ) 0 , and using 2.28 and 3.15 , we can show that
q jy i y qi
a s , ; i , j g Z,i , jyi jy11yj2 q q 1 q y 1Ž . Ž .
i.e.,
q j y qi
a s , ; i , j g Z.i , j iqjy11yiyj2 q q 1 q y 1Ž . Ž .
Equivalently,
q j y qi
w xw , w s w , ; i , j g Z. 3.16Ž .1, i 1, j 2, iqjiqjy11yiyj2 q q 1 q y 1Ž . Ž .
In particular, we see that
q j y 1
a s .0, j jy11yj2 q q 1 q y 1Ž . Ž .
Ž . jFrom the definition of a and Lemma 3.1 b it follows that q / 1 for all0, j
 4j g Z _ 0 . Hence our claim is proved.
 4We are going to renormalize the elements w g A _ 0 for the resti, j i, j
of this case. For our normalization process, we begin with the elements
 4u s w and u s w . We define the elements u g A _ 0 by0, 1 0, 1 1, 0 1, 0 i, j i, j
the following three steps:
Ž .  4B19 we normalize the elements u for all j g Z _ 0 such thatj, 1
w x Ž .u , u s q y 1 u ,1, 0 j, 1 jq1, 1
Ž .B29 we normalize the elements u for all k, j g Z with j / 0 andj, k
w x Ž j.k / 1 such that u , u s 1 y q u ,0, 1 j, k j, kq1
Ž .  4 w xB39 we define the elements u for all k g Z _ 0 by u , u0, k 1, 0 0, k
Ž k .s q y 1 u .1, k
By noting that u s w and u s w , and by comparing the0, 1 0, 1 1, 0 1, 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .definition of w for all i, j g Z in Steps B1 , B2 , and B3 , we see thati, j
1 ky1 ii  4w s q y 1 q y 1 u , ;k g Z, i g Z _ 0 , 3.17Ž . Ž .Ž .i , k i , kky1i
kk q y 1Ž .
 4w s u , ;k g Z _ 0 . 3.18Ž .0, k 0, kkq y 1
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Then 3.1 , 3.2 , 3.3 , and 3.7 become
w x ku , u s q y 1 u , ; j, k g Z, 3.19Ž .Ž .1, j 0, k 1, jqk
w x w xu , u s 0, u , u s 0, ; j, k g Z, 3.29Ž .j , 0 k , 0 0, j 0, k
w x yku , u s q y 1 u , ; j, k g Z, 3.39Ž .Ž .y1 , j 0, k y1, jqk
w x ku , u s y q y 1 u , ; j, k g Z, 3.79Ž .Ž .j , 1 k , 0 jqk , 1
Ž .and 3.16 becomes
w x j iu , u s q y q u , ; i , j g Z. 3.59Ž .Ž .1, i 1, j 2, iqj
Ž . Ž .From 3.19 and 3.59 it is clear that
j i w x w xq y q u , u s u , u , uŽ . 0, k 2, iqj 0, k 1, i 1, j
k w x k w xs 1 y q u , u q 1 y q u , uŽ . Ž .1, iqk 1, j 1, i 1, jqk
s 1 y q2 k q j y qi u ,Ž . Ž . 2, iqjqk
i.e.,
w x 2 ku , u s 1 y q u , ;k , i g Z. 3.69Ž .Ž .0, k 2, i 2, kqi
By noting that the values of AX , AX , AX with respect to u are1 y1 2 0, "1
Ž .Ž y1 . Ž .Ž y1 . Ž 2 .Ž y2 .q y 1 q y 1 , q y 1 q y 1 , q y 1 q y 1 , respectively, that
w x Ž 2 . w x Ž y1 . Ž .u , u s y q y 1 u and u , u s q y 1 u from 3.79 ,y1, 1 2, 0 1, 1 y1, 0 2, 1 1, 1
Ž .by using Proposition 2.6, and by comparing with 1.2 , we get that
w x yi 2 ku , u s q y q u , ;k , i g Z. 3.89Ž .Ž .y1 , k 2, i 1, kqi
w x Ž i . Ž . Ž .Suppose that u , u s q y 1 a u , ; i g Z. By 3.19 and 3.391, 0 y1, i i 0, i
we have
jw x w x0 s u , u , u s 1 y q u , uŽ .0, j 1, 0 y1, i 1, j y1, i
yj w xq 1 y q u , uŽ . 1, 0 y1, iqj
j w x yj iqjs 1 y q u , u q 1 y q q y 1 a u ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1, j y1, i iqj 0, iqj
i.e.,
w x j yiu , u s q y q a u , ; i , j g Z.Ž .1, i y1, j iqj 0, iqj
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Ž . Ž . Ž .By 3.59 , 3.79 , 3.89 , and the above equation we infer that
qy1 y 1 q1y i y qi uŽ . Ž . 1, 1
1y i i w x w xs q y q u , u s u , u , uŽ . y1 , 0 2, 1 y1, 0 1, i 1, 1yi
yi w x iy1 w xs q y 1 a u , u q q y 1 a u , uŽ . Ž .i 0, i 1, 1yi 1yi 1, i 0, 1yi
2 2yi i iy1 1yis q 1 y q a y q 1 y q a u ,Ž . Ž .ž /i 1yi 1, 1/
and
qy2 y 1 q2y i y qi uŽ . Ž . 1, 2
2y i i w x w xs q y q u , u s u , u , uŽ . y1 , 0 2, 2 y1, 0 1, i 1, 2yi
yi w x iy2 w xs q y 1 a u , u q q y 1 a u , uŽ . Ž .i 0, i 2, 2yi 2yi 1, i 0, 2yi
2 2yi i iy1s q 1 y q a y q 1 y q a u .Ž .Ž .ž /i 2yi 2yi 1, 2/
So
2 2yi i iy1 1yi y1 1yi iq 1 y q a y q 1 y q a s q y 1 q y q ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /i 1yi
and
2 2yi i iy1 2yi y2 2yi iq 1 y q a y q 1 y q a s q y 1 q y q .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i 2yi
Combining these two equations we get
qiy1 y 1 q1y i y 1 a y qiy2 y 1 q2y i y 1 aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1y i 2yi
s qy1 y 1 q1y i y qi y qy2 y 1 q2y i y qi , ; i g Z.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Since a s 1 by B19 , we obtain that a s 1 for all i g Z, i.e.,1 i
w x i yju , u s q y q u , ; i g Z.Ž .1, i y1, j 0, iqj
Now we are ready using induction on the positive integer n to establish
Ž .Statement E9 n . For y1 F i, k F n with y1 F i q k F n, j, l g Z,
Ž X . X Ž i.Ž yi .E The value of A is 1 y q 1 y q ,1 i
Ž X . w x Ž i l k j.E u , u s q y q u .2 i, j k , l iqk , jql
Ž . Ž .We know that E9 2 is true. We assume that E9 n holds for one n G 2,
Ž . w xand we will establish E9 n q 1 . Let a g F be defined by u , u si, j 1, i n, j
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Ž .a u . Then by E9 n we havei, j nq1, iqj
w x w xa u , u s u , u , ui , j y1, 0 nq1, iqj y1, 0 1, i n , j
w x w xs u , u , u q u , u , uy1 , 0 1, i n , j 1, i y1, 0 n , j
yi w x yj w xs q y 1 u , u q q y 1 u , uŽ . Ž .0, i n , j 1, i ny1, j
s qyj y 1 q j y qŽny1. i uŽ . Ž . n , iqj
q qyi y 1 1 y q ni uŽ . Ž . n , iqj
s qyiyj y 1 q j y q ni u .Ž . Ž . n , iqj
For j s 1 y i, we obtain that there exists a constant a g F such that
Ž y1 .Ž 1y i ni. Ž .q y 1 q y q s a a . Since a s q y 1 by B19 , we deducei, 1yi 0, 1
that a s qy1 y 1 and
a s q1y i y q ni , ; i g Z. 3.99Ž .i , 1yi
Ž .Substituting into the second equation of 2.30 with i s 1, j s 0, c s
1 y q, yc9 s 1 y qy1, d s 1 y q n, d9 s 1 y qyn, and b s 1 y q nq1, and
Ž . yny1using 3.99 we obtain b9 s 1 y q . So we have established part 1 of
Ž .E9 n q 1 . At the same time by Proposition 2.7 and by comparing the
Ž . j nibrackets with 1.2 , we get a s q y q , i.e.,i, j
w x j n iu , u s q y q u , ; i , j g Z. 3.109Ž .Ž .1, i n , j nq1, iqj
Ž .From 3.109 and the inductive hypothesis it is easy to verify that
w x jŽnq1.u , u s 1 y q u , ; j, i g Z. 3.119Ž .Ž .0, j nq1, i 2, jqi
Next by induction on 0 F k F nr2 we shall show that
w x k j iŽnykq1.u , u s q y q u , ; i , j g Z. 3.129Ž .Ž .k , i nykq1, j nq1, iqj
Ž .We know that 3.129 holds for k s 0, 1. If i / 0 we have the following
calculation:
i w xq y 1 u , uŽ . k i nykq1, j
w xs u , u , u1, 0 ky1, i nykq1, j
w x w xs u , u , u q u , u , u1, 0 nykq1, j ky1, i 1, 0 ky1, i nykq1, j
j w x Žky1. j iŽnykq1. w xs q y 1 u , u q q y q u , u 4Ž . nykq2, j ky1, i 1, 0 n , iqj
s q j y 1 qŽnykq2. i y q jŽky1. u 4Ž . nq1, iqj
q qŽky1. j y qiŽnykq1. i q j u 4 Ž . nq1, iqj
s qi y 1 q k j y qiŽnykq1. u . 4Ž . nq1, iqj
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When i s 0, we can do the same calculation factoring u as the productk , i
Ž .of u and u instead of u and u . This establishes 3.129 .0, y1 k , 1 1, 0 ky1, i
Ž .By using 3.129 we deduce that
j n i w xq y q u , uŽ . y1 , k nq1, iqj
w xs u , u , uy1 , k 1, i n , j
yi k w x yj nk w xs q y q u , u q q y q u , uŽ . Ž .0, iqk n , j 1, i ny1, jqk
s q j y q ni qyiyj y q kŽnq1. u ,Ž . Ž . n , iqjqk
i.e.,
w x yi kŽnq1.u , u s q y q u , ;k , i g Z.Ž .y1 , k nq1, i n , kqi
Ž . Ž .This completes the proof of E9 n q 1 . Hence the statement E9 n is true
for all positive n.
We are now ready using induction on the positive integer n to establish
Ž .Statement C9 n . For i, k G yn with i q k G yn, j, l g Z,
Ž X . Ž i.Ž yi .C The value of A is 1 y q 1 y q ,1 i
Ž X . w x Ž i l k j.C u , u s q y q u .2 i, j k , l iqk , jql
Ž . Ž .We know that C9 1 is true. We assume that C9 n holds for one n G 1,
Ž . Žand we will establish C9 n q 1 . First fix an integer k such that k, y n q
. w x1 q k ) yn y 1. Let a g F be defined by u , u si, j k , i yny1yk , j
Ž .a u . Then by B19 and the inductive hypothesis we havei, j yny1, iqj
w x w xq y 1 a u s a u , u s u , u , uŽ . i , 1yi yn , 1 i , 1yi 1, 0 yny1, 1 1, 0 k , i yny1yk , 1yi
i w xs q y 1 u , uŽ . kq1, i yny1yk , 1yi
1y i w xq q y 1 u , uŽ . k , i ynyk , 1yi
s qi y 1 qŽkq1.Ž1yi. y qyi Žnq1qk .Ž . Ž .Ž
q q1y i y 1 q kŽ1yi. y qyi Žnqk . uŽ . Ž . yn , 1
s q y 1 q kŽ1yi. y qyi Žnq1qk . u .Ž . Ž . yn , 1
So a s q kŽ1yi. y qyi Žnq1qk .. Substituting into the second equation ofi, 1yi
Ž . k yk nq1qk2.30 with i s 1, j s 0, c s 1 y q , c9 s 1 y q , d s 1 y q , d9 s
1 y qyny1yk, and b s 1 y qyny1, we obtain b9 s 1 y q nq1. So we have
Ž .established part 1 of C9 n q 1 . At the same time by Proposition 2.7 and
Ž . k j yŽnq1qk . iby comparing the brackets with 1.2 , we get a s q y q , i.e.,i, j
w x k j yŽnq1qk . iu , u s q y q u , ; i , j g Z. 3.19Ž .Ž .1, i n , j nq1, iqj
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Ž .From 3.19 and the inductive hypothesis it is clear that
yj yni w x w xq y q u , u s u , u , uŽ . 0, k yny1, iqj 0, k y1, i yn , j
yk w xs 1 y q u , uŽ . y1 , iqk yn , j
yk n w xq 1 y q u , uŽ . y1 , i yn , jqk
s 1 y qyk Žnq1. qyj y qyn i u ,Ž . Ž . 2, iqjqk
i.e.,
w x yjŽnq1.u , u s 1 y q u , ; j, i g Z.Ž .0, j yny1, i 2, jqi
Similarly we can deduce that for k ) 0
w x k j yiŽnq1.u , u s q y q u , ; i , j g Z.Ž .k , i yny1, j ynqky1, iqj
Ž . Ž .This completes the proof of C9 n q 1 . Hence the statement C9 n is true
Ž .for all positive n. Therefore we have proved that A , L q .
4. THE SINGULAR CASE
We shall suppose in this section that A is singular, and prove Theorem
1.1 in this case.
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose that A has type m.
Ž .a The module A is w -degenerate if and only if m N k.k "1, 0
Ž . Xb The module A is w -degenerate if and only if m N k.k 0, "1
Ž .c A s 0 if and only if m N i and m N j.i, j
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. a From Propositions 2.3 and 2.5 b ] e , it follows that A isk
X < <w -nondegenerate and A is w -nondegenerate for 1 F k F m y 1."1, 0 k 0, "1
w xSuppose that A is w -nondegenerate. If w , w s 0 for allr "1, 0 1, m i, r
w xi g Z, we know that w , w s 0. Applying w to this equation and1, m 0, r 0, y1
Ž . w xusing Proposition 2.5 a we get that w , w s 0, which contradicts the1, 0 0, r
w xfact that A is w -nondegenerate. So w , w / 0 for some i g Z.r "1, 0 1, m i, r
Ž .From the w -nondegeneracy of A and by repeatedly applying ad w"1, 0 r y1, 0
w xto the above equation we get that w , w / 0 for all i g Z. In1, m i, r
w x Ž . w xparticular, w , w / 0. By 2.21 , w , w / 0. Hence A1, m y1, r 1, mqr y1, 0 0, mqr
Ž ./ 0. By Proposition 2.5 d , A is w -nondegenerate. Hence A ismq r "1, 0 k
w -degenerate if and only if m N k. By symmetry, AX is w -degener-"1, 0 k 0, "1
Ž .ate if and only if m N k. Therefore a is proved.
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Ž .Part b follows by symmetry.
Ž .c We need to show that A s 0 for all k, l g Z. Fix k and l. Wek m , lm
note that both A and AX are degenerate since A s 0 and A slm k m 0, lm k m , 0
0. Let S s Ý A , then the S-module U s Ý A isig Z i, i ig Z k mqi, lmqi
w -degenerate. Let S1 s Ý A ; then the S1-module U9 s"1, "1 ig Z i, yi
Ý A is w -degenerate.ig Z k mqi, lmyi "1, .1
Consider first the case that at least two of the following relations hold:
w x w xw , w s 0, w , w s 0,0, 1 k m , lmy1 1, 1 k my1, lmy1
w xw , w s 0. 4.1Ž .1, 0 k my1, lm
Ž . Ž .By a and b it is clear that all three relations hold.
w x Ž .If w , w s 0, by 4.1 then1, 1 k m , lmy1
w x w x0 s w , A s w , w , A1, 1 k m , lmy1 1, 0 0, 1 k m , lmy1
w xs w , w , A .0, 1 1, 0 k m , lmy1
w xWe see that w , A s 0, which contradicts the w -nonde-0, 1 k mq1, lmy1 0, "1
generacy of AX . Solmy1
w xw , w / 0. 4.2Ž .1, 1 k m , lmy1
Ž . Ž .Thus, by 4.1 and 4.2 we deduce that
w x w xw , A s w , w , Ay1 , 0 k mq1, lm y1, 0 1, 1 k m , lmy1
w xs w , w , Ay1 , 0 1, 1 k m , lmy1
w xq w , w , A s0.1, 1 y1, 0 k m , lmy1
w xBy symmetry, w , w s 0. It now follows from Lemma 2.4 that0, y1 k m , lmq1
A s 0.k m , lm
Ž .If at least two of the relations of 4.1 do not hold, then, because all
modules through w are degenerate, we must have that at least two ofk m , lm
the following relations hold:
w x w x w xw , w s 0, w , w s 0, w , w s 0.0, y1 k m , lm y1, y1 k m , lm y1, 0 k m , lm
4.3Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .By a and b it is clear that all three equations of 4.3 must hold.
w xIf w , w / 0, then,0, 1 k m , lm
w x w xw , A s w , w , wy1 , y1 k m , lmq1 y1, y1 01 k m , lm
w xs w , w , Ay1 , y1 0, 1 k m , lm
w xq w , w , A s0.0, 1 y1, y1 k m , lm
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So
w x w x0 s w , A s w , w , Ay1 , y1 k m , lmq1 y1, 0 0, y1 k m , lmq1
w x w xs w , A , w s w , A ,y1 , 0 k m , lmq1 0, y1 0, y1 k my1, lmq1
which contradicts the w -nondegeneracy of A , and so0, " 1 k my1
w x w xw , w s 0. By symmetry, w , w s 0. Hence A s 0.0, 1 k m , lm 1, 0 k m , lm k m , lm
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Similar to the proof of the theorem in the last
section, we shall show this theorem by a combination of normalizing
elements to make the products match, and comparing the algebra A with
Ž . Ž .the algebra L9 q . We recall that for an appropriate basis in L9 q the
Ž .products are given by 1.2 . From Lemma 4.1 we see that A s 0 if andi, j
 4 Ž .only if m N i, m N j. We choose w g A _ 0 for i, j g Z = Z _ mZ =i, j i, j
mZ. For our normalization process, we begin with the elements w and0, 1
w which we take as given. We normalize all w using the following five1, 0 i, j
steps:
Ž .  4B1 we normalize the elements w for all j g Z _ 0 such thatj, 1
w xw , w s w ,1, 0 j, 1 jq1, 1
Ž .B2 we normalize the elements w for all k, j g Z with m ƒ j suchj, k
w xthat w , w s yjw ,0, 1 j, k j, kq1
Ž . w xB3 we define the elements w for all k g Z _ mZ by w , w0, k 1, 0 0, k
s kw ,1, k
Ž .  4B4 we define the elements w for all i, k g Z _ 0 with m ƒ kim , k
w xand i ) 0 by w , w s kw ,1, 0 imy1, k im , k
Ž .  4B5 we define the elements w for all i, k g Z _ 0 with m ƒ kim , k
w xand i - 0 by w , w s ykw .y1, 0 imq1, k im , k
Then all w for all i, j g Z are uniquely determined.i, j
Ž . Ž .By repeatedly applying yad w to the equation in B3 , and using0, 1
Ž . Ž .Proposition 2.5 a and B2 , we deduce that
w xw , w s kw , ; j, k g Z with j G 1.1, j 0, k 1, jqk
Ž . Ž .By induction on j F 0, and again using Proposition 2.5 a and B2 , we
infer that
w xw , w s kw , ; j, k g Z. 4.4Ž .1, j 0, k 1, jqk
Ž .By Proposition 2.5 a we know that
w x w xw , w s 0, w , w s 0, ; j, k g Z. 4.5Ž .j , 0 k , 0 0, j 0, k
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Ž . Ž .From 4.4 , B2 , and Proposition 2.6 it follows that
w xw , w s ykw , ; j, k g Z. 4.6Ž .y1 , j 0, k y1, jqk
Ž . w xFrom B2 we know that w , w s ykw . By repeatedly applying0, 1 k , 0 k , 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .ad w to this equation, and using Proposition 2.5 a and B1 , we get1, 0
that
w xw , w s ykw , ; j, k g Z. 4.7Ž .j , 1 k , 0 jqk , 1
First we assume that m ) 2.
w xCase 1. Suppose w , w s 2w .1, y1 1, 1 2, 0
w xSuppose w , w s a w . We know that a s 0, a s ya s1, i 1, j i, j 2, iqj 0, 0 0, 1 1, 0
Ž .1, and a s 2. Substituting this into the second equation of 2.28 withy1, 1
i s 0, j s 1, c s y1 s yc9, b s y2, and d s y1 s yd9, we obtain
b9 s 2, or bb9 s y4. Thus the value of AX is the same as for the Block2
algebra. Since a s ya s 1, by Proposition 2.7 it follows that0, 1 1, 0
w xw , w s j y i w , ; i , j g Z. 4.8Ž . Ž .1, i 1, j 2, iqj
Ž . Ž .From 4.4 and 4.8 it is easy to verify that
w xw , w s y2kw , ;k , i g Z. 4.9Ž .0, k 2, i 2, kqi
By noting that the values of AX , AX , AX are y1, y1, y4 respectively,1 y1 2
w x w x Ž .that w , w s y2w , and w , w s yw from 4.7 , by us-y1, 1 2, 0 1, 1 y1, 0 2, 1 1, 1
Ž .ing Proposition 2.6 and by comparing with 1.1 , we get that
w xw , w s y i q 2k w , ;k , i g Z. 4.10Ž . Ž .y1 , k 2, i 1, kqi
w x Ž . Ž .Suppose that w , w s ia w , ; i g Z. By 4.4 and 4.6 we have1, 0 y1, i i 0, i
w x w x w x0 s w , w , w s y w , w q w , w ,0, 1 1, i y1, j 1, iq1 y1, j 1, i y1, 1qj
i.e,
w x w xw , w s w , w1, i y1, j 1, 0 y1, iqj
s i q j a w , ; i , j g Z. 4.11Ž . Ž .iq j 0, iqj
Ž . Ž .By 4.10 and 4.11 we infer that
w x w xy 1 y 2 i w s 1 y 2 i w , w s w , w , wŽ . Ž .1, 1 y1, 0 2, 1 y1, 0 1, i 1, 1yi
w x w xs yia w , w y 1 y i a w , wŽ .i 0, i 1, 1yi 1yi 1, i 0, 1yi
22s i a y 1 y i a w ,Ž .Ž .i 1yi 1, 1
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and
w x w xy2 2 y 2 i w s 2 y 2 i w , w s w , w , wŽ . Ž .1, 2 y1, 0 2, 2 y1, 0 1, i 1, 2yi
w x w xs yia w , w y 2 y i a w , wŽ .i 0, i 1, 2yi 2yi 1, i 0, 2yi
22s i a y 2 y i a w .Ž .Ž .i 2yi 1, 2
2 Ž .2 Ž . 2 Ž .2 Ž .So i a y 1 yi a s y 1 y2 i , and i a y 2 yi a s y 2 2 y2 i .i 1yi i 2yi
Combining these two equations we get
2 21 y i a y 2 y i a s 2 i y 3, ; i g Z. 4.12Ž . Ž . Ž .1y i 2yi
Ž .Since a s 1 by B1 , we get that a s 1 for all i g Z, i.e.,1 i
w xw , w s i q j w , ; i g Z. 4.13Ž . Ž .1, i y1, j 0, iqj
w x Ž . Ž . Ž .In particular, w , w s 0. Using 4.4 , 4.7 , and 4.13 , we obtain1, 0 y1, m
that
w x w x w x0 s w , w , w s w , w y m q 1 w , wŽ .1, 0 y1, m 1, 1 2, 1 y1, m 1, 0 0, mq1
2 2s 2m q 1 y m y 1 w s ym w ,Ž . Ž . .ž / 1, mq1 1, mq1
w xwhich contradicts the fact that w / 0. Hence w , w / 2w .1, mq1 1, y1 1, 1 2, 0
w x  4Case 2. Suppose w , w s aw , where a g F* s F _ 0 but1, y1 1, 1 2, 0
a / 2.
w x w w xx w xSince w , w s w , w , w s w , w , by Proposition0, y1 2, 1 0, y1 1, 0 1, 1 1, y1 1, 1
Ž .4.1 b we know that a / 0.
Ž .2Choose a q g F such that q q 1 r2 q s a. Since a / 0 or 2, we know
that q / "1.
Note that the following paragraph is almost the same as the one
Ž . Ž .containing Eqs. 3.14 ] 3.16 .
w x Ž .Suppose w , w s a w . From B1 and the hypothesis, we know1, i 1, j i, j 2, iqj
Ž .2that a s ya s 1 and a s a s q q 1 r2 q. Substituting this into0, 1 1, 0 y1, 1
Ž .the second equation of 2.28 with i s 0, j s 1, c s y1 s yc9, b s y2,
Ž .2and d s y1 s yd9, we obtain b9a s a s q q 1 r2 q, or bb9 sy1, 1
Ž .2 Ž .y q q 1 rq. Thus 2.30 becomes
2q q 1Ž .
a s y 2 a y a .iy1, jq1 i , j iq1, jy1ž /q
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By setting j s 1 y i, we get
q2 q 1
a s a y a . 4.14Ž .iy1, 2yi i , 1yi iq1, yiq
Ž . Ž .By induction on "i i ) 0 and using 4.14 , we can show that
1 y q2 iy1
a s , ; i g Z. 4.15Ž .i , 1yi iy1q q y 1Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .By induction on "j j ) 0 , and using 2.28 and 4.15 , we can show that
q jy i y qi
a s , ; i , j g Z,i , jyi jy11yj2 q q 1 q y 1Ž . Ž .
i.e.,
q j y qi
a s , ; i , j g Z. 4.16Ž .i , j iqjy11yiyj2 q q 1 q y 1Ž . Ž .
Equivalently,
q j y qi
w xw , w s w , ; i , j g Z. 4.17Ž .1, i 1, j 2, iqjiqjy11yiyj2 q q 1 q y 1Ž . Ž .
In particular, we have
q j y 1
w xw , w s w / 0, ; j g Z _ mZ.1, 0 1, j 2, jjy11yj2 q q 1 q y 1Ž . Ž .
Ž . jThen by Proposition 4.1 a , q / 1 for all j g Z _ mZ.
 4Now we choose a new basis u g A _ 0 . For our normalizationi, j i, j
process, we begin with the elements u s w and u s w . We0, 1 0, 1 1, 0 1, 0
normalize all u by the following five steps:i, j
Ž .  4B19 we normalize the elements u for all j g Z _ 0 such thatj, 1
w x Ž .u , u s q y 1 u ,1, 0 j, 1 jq1, 1
Ž .B29 we normalize the elements u for all k, j g Z with m ƒ jj, k
w x Ž j.such that u , u s 1 y q u ,0, 1 j, k j, kq1
Ž . w xB39 we define the elements u for all k g Z _ mZ by u , u0, k 1, 0 0, k
Ž k .s q y 1 u ,1, k
Ž .  4B49 we define the elements u for all i, k g Z _ 0 with m ƒ kim , k
w x Ž k .and i ) 0 by u , u s q y 1 u ,1, 0 imy1, k im , k
Ž .  4B59 we define the elements u for all i, k g Z _ 0 with m ƒ kim , k
w x Ž yk .and i - 0 by u , u s q y 1 u .y1, 0 imq1, k im , k
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It is not difficult to see that
1 ky1 iiw s q y 1 q y 1 u , ;k g Z, i g Z _ mZ, 4.18Ž . Ž .Ž .i , k i , kky1i
kk q y 1Ž .
w s u , ;k g Z _ mZ. 4.19Ž .0, k 0, kkq y 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Then 4.4 , 4.5 , 4.6 , and 4.7 become
w x ku , u s q y 1 u , ; j, k g Z, 4.49Ž .Ž .1, j 0, k 1, jqk
w x w xu , u s 0, u , u s 0, ; j, k g Z, 4.59Ž .j , 0 k , 0 0, j 0, k
w x yku , u s q y 1 u , ; j, k g Z, 4.69Ž .Ž .y1 , j 0, k y1, jqk
w x ku , u s 1 y q u , ; j, k g Z, 4.79Ž .Ž .j , 1 k , 0 jqk , 1
Ž .and 4.17 becomes
w x j iu , u s q y q u , ; i , j g Z. 4.179Ž .Ž .1, i 1, j 2, iqj
It is easy to verify that
w x 2 ku , u s 1 y q u , ;k , i g Z. 4.20Ž .Ž .0, k 2, i 2, kqi
By noting that the values of AX , AX , AX with respect to u are1 y1 2 0, "1
Ž .Ž y1 . Ž .Ž y1 . Ž 2 .Ž y2 .q y 1 q y 1 , q y 1 q y 1 , q y 1 q y 1 , respectively, that
w x Ž 2 . w x Ž y1 .u , u s y q y 1 u , and u , u s q y 1 u fromy1, 1 2, 0 1, 1 y1, 0 2, 1 1, 1
Ž . Ž .4.79 , by using Proposition 2.6 and by comparing with 1.2 , we get that
w x yi 2 ku , u s q y q u , ;k , i g Z. 4.21Ž .Ž .y1 , k 2, i 1, kqi
w x Ž . Ž .Suppose that u , u s a u , ; i g Z. By 4.49 and 4.69 we have1, 0 y1, i i 0, i
w x0 s u , u , u0, 1 1, i y1, j
w x y1 w xs y q y 1 u , u y q y 1 u , u ,Ž . Ž .1, iq1 y1, j 1, i y1, 1qj
i.e.,
w x yi w x j yiu , u s q u , u s q y q a u , ; i , j g Z.Ž .1, i y1, j 1, 0 y1, iqj iqj 0, iqj
4.22Ž .
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .By 4.49 , 4.179 , 4.21 , and 4.22 we see that
qy1 y 1 q1y i y qi uŽ . Ž . 1, 1
1y i i w xs q y q u , uŽ . y1 , 0 2, 1
yiw x w xs u , u , u s q y 1 a u , uŽ .y1 , 0 1, i 1, 1yi i 0, i 1, 1yi
iy1 w xq q y 1 a u , uŽ . 1y i 1, i 0, 1yi
s y qyi y 1 qi y 1 a q qiy1 y 1 q1y i y 1 a u ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i 1yi 1, 1
and
qy2 y 1 q2y i y qi uŽ . Ž . 1, 2
2y i i w xs q y q u , uŽ . y1 , 0 2, 2
yiw x w xs u , u , u s q y 1 a u , uŽ .y1 , 0 1, i 1, 2yi i 0, i 1, 2yi
iy2 w xq q y 1 a u , uŽ . 2y i 1, i 0, 2yi
s y qyi y 1 qi y 1 a q qiy2 y 1 q2y i y 1 a u .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i 2yi 2, 1
So
y qyi y 1 qi y 1 a q qiy1 y 1 q1y i y 1 aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .i 1yi
s qy1 y 1 q1y i y qi ,Ž . Ž .
and
y qyi y 1 qi y 1 a q qiy2 y 1 q2y i y 1 aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .i 2yi
s qy2 y 1 q2y i y qi .Ž . Ž .
Combining these two equations we get
qiy1 y 1 q1y i y 1 a y qiy2 y 1 q2y i y 1 aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1y i 2yi
s qy1 y 1 q1y i y qi y qy2 y 1 q2y i y qi , ; i g Z.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Since a s 1 by B19 , we get that a s 1 for all i g Z, i.e.,1 i
w x i yju , u s q y q u , ; i g Z. 4.23Ž .Ž .1, i y1, j 0, iqj
w xFrom u , u s 0, we deduce that1, 0 y1, m
w x0 s u , u , u1, 0 y1, m 1, 1
w x y1 m w xs q y 1 u , u q q y q u , uŽ . Ž .2, 1 y1, m 1, 0 0, mq1
2ms y q y 1 u .Ž . 1, mq1
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Thus q m s 1. Since q j / 1 for all j g Z _ mZ, we see that q is a primitive
root of unity of order m.
Now we are ready using induction on the positive integer n to establish
Ž .Statement E n . For y1 F i, k F n with y1 F i q k F n, j, l g Z, we
have
Ž . X Ž i.Ž yi .E The value of A is 1 y q 1 y q ,1 i
Ž . w x Ž i l k j.E u , u s q y q u .2 i, j k , l iqk , jql
Ž . Ž .We know that E 2 is true. We assume that E n holds for one n G 2,
Ž . w xand we will establish E n q 1 . Let a g F be defined by u , u si, j 1, i n, j
a u .i, j nq1, iqj
Claim 1. a s q j y q ni for all i, j g Z.i, j
Case 1. Suppose that m ƒ n and m ƒ n q 1.
In this case, we know that the modules AX , AX , and AX are w -1 n nq1 0, "1
Ž .nondegenerate. By E n we have
w x w xa u , u s u , u , ui , j y1, 0 nq1, iqj y1, 0 1, i n , j
w x w xs u , u , u q u , u , uy1 , 0 1, i n , j 1, i y1, 0 n , j
yi w x yj w xs q y 1 u , u q q y 1 u , uŽ . Ž .0, i n , j 1, i ny1, j
s qyi y 1 1 y q ni uŽ . Ž . n , iqj
q qyj y 1 q j y qŽny1. i uŽ . Ž . n , iqj
s qyiyj y 1 q j y q ni u .Ž . Ž . n , iqj
For j s 1 y i, we obtain that there exists a constant a g F such that
Ž y1 .Ž 1y i ni. Ž .q y 1 q y q s a a . Since a s q y 1 by B19 , we deducei, 1yi 0, 1
that a s qy1 y 1 and
a s q1y i y q ni , ; i g Z. 4.24Ž .i , 1yi
Ž .Substituting into the second equation of 2.30 with i s 1, j s 0, c s
1 y q, yc9 s 1 y qy1, d s 1 y q n, d9 s 1 y qyn, and b s 1 y q nq1, and
Ž . yny1using 4.24 we obtain b9 s 1 y q . So we have established part 1 of
Ž . Ž .E9 n q 1 . At the same time by 4.79 , Proposition 2.7, and by comparing
Ž . j nithe brackets with 1.2 , we get a s q y q , i.e.,i, j
w x j n iu , u s q y q u , ; i , j g Z. 4.25Ž .Ž .1, i n , j nq1, iqj
So a s q j y q ni for all i, j g Z.i, j
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Case 2. Suppose that n s lm y 1, where l ) 0.
Ž .From B49 and the inductive hypothesis it is easy to verify that
w x yku , u s q y 1 u . 4.26Ž .Ž .y1 , 0 lm , k lmy1, k
If m N i q j we already know that a s q j y q ni s q j y qyi s 0. So wei, j
Ž .suppose that m ƒ i q j. From 4.26 and the inductive hypothesis we
deduce that
a qyiyj y 1 uŽ .i , j lmy1, kqj
w xs u , a uy1 , 0 i , j lm , iqj
w xs u , u , uy1 , 0 1, i lmy1, j
yi w x yj w xs q y 1 u , u q q y 1 u , uŽ . Ž .0, i lmy1, j 1, i lmy2, j
2yi yj j y2 is y q y 1 q q y 1 q y q uŽ . Ž . Ž .ž / lmy1, iqj
s qyiyj y 1 q j y qyi u .Ž . Ž . lmy1, iqj
Hence a s q j y qyi s q j y q ni.i, j
Case 3. Suppose that n s lm, where l ) 0.
Ž . w xBy repeatedly applying ad u to the equation u , u s a u0, 1 1, i n, j i, j nq1, iqj
Ž .and using B29 , we get that a s a for all i , i , j g Z. We simplyi , j i , j 1 21 2w x Ž .write a s a , i.e., u , u s a u . From 4.13 and the induc-i, j j 1, i lm , j j lmq1, iqj
tive hypothesis we deduce that
y1 w xa q y 1 u s a u , uŽ .j lm , 1 j y1, 0 lmq1, 1
yjw x w xs u , u , u s q y 1 u , uŽ .y1 , 0 1, 1yj lm , j 1, 1yj lmy1, j
s qyj y1 q jyq jy1 u s q jy1 qy1 y1 u .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .lm , 1 r m , 1
Thus a s a s qi y 1 s q j y q ni. Hence Claim 1 is proved, i.e.,i, j j
w x j n iu , u s q y q u , ; i , j g Z. 4.27Ž .Ž .1, i n , j nq1, iqj
Ž .It easily follows from 4.27 and the inductive hypothesis that
w x jŽnq1.u , u s 1 y q u , ; j, i g Z, 4.28Ž .Ž .0, j nq1, i 2, jqi
and
w x yi kŽnq1.u , u s q y q u , ;k , i g Z. 4.29Ž .Ž .y1 , k nq1, i n , kqi
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Next by induction on 0 F k F nr2 we shall show that
w x k j iŽnykq1.u , u s q y q u , ; i , j g Z. 4.30Ž .Ž .k , i nykq1, j nq1, iqj
Ž .We know that 4.29 holds for k s 0, 1. If m ƒ i we have the following
calculation:
i w xq y 1 u , uŽ . k , i nykq1, j
w xs u , u , u1, 0 ky1, i nykq1, j
w x w xs u , u , u q u , u , u1, 0 nykq1, j ky1, i 1, 0 ky1, i nykq1, j
j w x Žky1. j iŽnykq1. w xs q y 1 u , u q q y q u , u 4Ž . nykq2, j ky1, i 1, 0 n , iqj
s q j y 1 qŽnykq2. i y q jŽky1. u 4Ž . nq1, iqj
q qŽky1. j y qiŽnykq1. i q j u 4 Ž . nq1, iqj
s qi y 1 q k j y qiŽnykq1. u . 4Ž . nq1, iqj
When m N i, we can do the same calculation factoring u as the productk , i
Ž .of u and u instead of u and u . This establishes 4.29 .0, iy1 k , 1 1, 0 ky1, i
Ž . Ž .This completes the proof of E n q 1 . Hence the statement E n is true
for all positive n.
We are now ready using induction on the positive integer n to establish
Ž .Statement C n . For i, k G yn with i q k G yn, j, l g Z,
Ž . X Ž i.Ž yi .C The value of A is 1 y q 1 y q ,1 i
Ž . w x Ž i l k j.C u , u s q y q u .2 i, j k , l iqk , jql
Ž . Ž .We know that C 1 is true. We assume that C n holds for one n G 1,
Ž . w xand we will establish C n q 1 . Let a g F be defined by u , u si, j y1, i yn, j
a u .i, j yny1, iqj
Claim 2. a s qyj y qyn i for all i, j g Z.i, j
Case 1. Suppose that m ƒ n and m ƒ n q 1.
In this case, we know that the modules AX , AX , and AX arey1 yn yny1
Ž .u -nondegenerate. By 4.79 and the inductive hypothesis we have0, "1
q y 1 a uŽ . i , 1yi yn , 1
w x w xs a u , u s u , u , ui , 1yi 1, 0 yny1, 1 1, 0 y1, i yn , 1yi
i w x 1y i w xs q y 1 u , u q q y 1 u , uŽ . Ž .0, i yn , 1yi y1, i ynq1, 1yi
s qi y 1 1 y qyi n q q1y i y 1 qyŽ1yi. y qyi Žny1. uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . yn , 1
s q y 1 qyŽ1yi. y qyi n u .Ž . Ž . yn , 1
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yŽ1 yi. yin Ž .So a s q y q . Substituting into the second equation of 2.30i, 1yi
with i s 1, j s 0, c s 1 y qy1, c9 s 1 y q1, d s 1 y q n, d9 s 1 y qyn,
and b s 1 y qyny1, we obtain b9 s 1 y q nq1. So we have established part
Ž .1 of C n q 1 . At the same time by Proposition 2.7 and by comparing the
Ž . yj ynibrackets with 1.2 , we get a s q y q .i, j
Case 2. Suppose that yn s lm q 1, where l - 0.
Ž .From B59 it is easy to verify that
w x ku , u s q y 1 u , ;k g Z. 4.31Ž .Ž .1, 0 lm , k lmq1, k
If m N i q j we already know that a s qyj y qyn i s qyj y qi s 0. Soi, j
Ž .we suppose that m ƒ i q j. From 4.31 and the inductive hypothesis we
deduce that
iq j w xa q y 1 u s u , a uŽ .i , j lmq1, iqj 1, 0 i , j lm , iqj
w xs u , u , u1, 0 y1, i lmq1, j
i w xs q y 1 u , uŽ . 0, i lmq1, j
j w xq q y 1 u , uŽ . y1 , i lmq2, j
2i j yj 2 is y q y 1 q q y 1 q y q uŽ . Ž . Ž .ž / lmq1, iqj
s qiq j y 1 qyj y qi u .Ž . Ž . lmq1, iqj
Hence a s qyj y qi s qyj y qyn i.i, j
Case 3. Suppose that n s lm, where l - 0.
Ž . w xBy repeatedly applying ad u to the equation u , u s0, 1 y1, i yn, j
Ž .a u , and using B29 , we get that a s a for all i , i , j g Z.i, j yny1, iqj i , j i , j 1 21 2w xWe simply write a s a , i.e., u , u s a u . From the abovei, j j y1, i lm , j j lmy1, iqj
Ž .equation, the inductive hypothesis, and 4.7 we deduce that
w xa q y 1 u s a u , uŽ .j lm , 1 j 1, 0 lmy1, 1
jw x w xs u , u , u s q y 1 u , uŽ .1, 0 y1, 1yj lm , j y1, 1yj lmq1, j
s q j y 1 qyj y q1y j u s q y 1 1 y qyj u .Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .lm , 1 lm , 1
Thus a s a s qyj y 1 s qyj y qyn i. Hence Claim 2 is proved, i.e.,i, j j
w x yj yniu , u s q y q u , ; i , j g Z. 4.32Ž .Ž .y1 , i yn , j yny1, iqj
Ž .It easily follows from 4.32 and the inductive hypothesis that, for all
j g Z ,q
w x ji kŽyny1.u , u s q y q u , ;k , i g Z. 4.33Ž .Ž .j , k yny1, i ynqjy1, kqi
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Ž .By induction on j, yn y 1 F j F y1, and using 4.32 , we can show that
w x ji kŽynyjy1.u , u s q y q u , ;k , i g Z. 4.34Ž .Ž .j , k yny1yk , i yny1, kqi
Ž . Ž .So C n q 1 is true. Hence the statement C n is true for all positive n.
Ž .Therefore we have proved that A , L9 q in this case.
Now we consider the case that m s 2.
From now on, we set m s 2 and q s y1.
 4Now we choose u g A _ 0 . For our normalization process, wei, j i, j
begin with the elements u and u . We normalize all u by Steps0, 1 1, 0 i, j
Ž . Ž .B19 ] B59 as we did for m ) 2. With the same method, we see that
Ž . Ž .equations 4.49 ] 4.79 hold also in this case.
Ž .From B29 we see that, for all i, j g Z,
w x w x w x0 s u , u , u s q y 1 u , u q u , u .Ž . Ž .1, i 1, j 01 1, iq1 1, j 1, i 1, jq1
w x w x Ž .So u , u s y u , u . Using B49 we deduce that1, iq1 1, j 1, i 1, jq1
i j iw x w xu , u s y1 u , u s q y q u .Ž . Ž .1, i 1, j 1, 0 1, iqj 2, iqj
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hence 4.179 holds. From 4.179 and 4.49 it follows that 4.20 holds.
w x Ž i .Suppose that u , u s q y 1 a u , ; i g Z. We may regard that1, 0 y1, i i 0, i
Ž . Ž .a s 1 for all i g Z. By 4.49 and 4.69 we have2 i
w x0 s u , u , u0, j 1, 0 y1, i
j w x yj w xs 1 y q u , u q 1 y q u , uŽ . Ž .1, j y1, i 1, 0 y1, iqj
j w x yj iqjs 1 y q u , u q 1 y q q y 1 a u ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1, j y1, i iqj 0, iqj
i.e.,
w x j yiu , u s q y q a u , ; i , j g Z. 4.229Ž .Ž .1, i y1, j iqj 0, iqj
Ž . Ž . Ž .By 4.99 , 4.49 , and 4.229 we get that
qy1 y 1 q1y i y qi uŽ . Ž . 1, 1
1y i i w x w xs q y q u , u s u , u , uŽ . y1 , 0 2, 1 y1, 0 1, i 1, 1yi
yi w x iy1 w xs q y 1 a u , u q q y 1 a u , uŽ . Ž .i 0, i 1, 1yi 1yi 1, i 0, 1yi
2 2yi i iy1 1yis q 1 y q a y q 1 y q a u .Ž . Ž .ž /i 1yi 1, 1/
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2 2yi i iy1 1yi y1 1yi iq 1 y q a y q 1 y q a s q y 1 q y q .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /i 1yi
Ž .By noting that q s y1, we infer that a s 1 for all i g Z. Thus 4.23i
holds.
Now we are ready using induction on the positive integer n to establish
Ž .Statement E9 n . For y1 F i, k F n with y1 F i q k F n, j, l g Z, we
have
w x i l k ju , u s q y q u . 4.35Ž .Ž .i , j k , l iqk , jql
Ž . Ž .We know that E9 2 is true. We assume that E9 n holds for some n G 2,
Ž . w xand we will establish E9 n q 1 . Let a g F be defined by u , u si, j 1, i n, j
a u . Case 2 and Case 3 in the proof of Claim 1 show thati, j nq1, iqj
j n i Ž . Ž .a s q y q for all i, j g Z. Hence 4.26 and 4.27 hold also in thisi, j
Ž . Ž . Ž .case. Similarly 4.28 ] 4.30 hold. Hence E9 n q 1 is true. Therefore
Ž .Statement E9 n is true for all positive integers n.
We are now ready using induction on the positive integer n to establish
Ž . Ž .Statement C9 n . For i, k G yn with i q k G yn, j, l g Z, 4.35 holds.
Ž . Ž .We know that C9 1 is true. We assume that C9 n holds for one n G 1,
Ž . w xand we will establish C9 n q 1 . Let a g F be defined by u , ui, j y1, i yn, j
s a u . Case 2 and Case 3 in the proof of Claim 2 show thati, j yny1, iqj
j n i Ž . Ž .a s q y q for all i, j g Z. Hence 4.31 and 4.32 holds also in thisi, j
Ž . Ž . Ž .case. Similarly 4.33 and 4.34 hold. Then C9 n q 1 is true. Therefore
Ž .Statement C9 n is true for all positive integers n.
Ž .So we have proved that A , L9 y1 in this case.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
DEFINITION 4.2. Let G be an additive abelian group, and let L
s L be a G-graded algebra. An ideal J of L is called graded if[ a g G a
Ž .J s J l L . We call L graded simple if L has no nontrivial[ a g G a
graded ideals.
PROPOSITION 4.3. Suppose that q is a primiti¤e root of unity of order m.
Ž .Then the algebra L9 q is graded simple.
Ž .Proof. Let C be a nonzero graded ideal of L9 q . Then C contains an
element w for some r, s g Z with r and s not both divisible by m. Ifr , s
w x Ž r .m N s, then w , w s 1 y q w g C, or w g C. Thus we can0, 1 r , s r , sq1 r , sq1
find r, s g Z with m ƒ s such that w g C. But then C containsr , s
w x Ž sy r s yr s.w , w s q y q w / 0, or w g C. By symmetry, C1y r , ys r , s 1, 0 1, 0
must also contain w , w , and w , and hence C contains all of0, 1 y1, 0 0, y1
Ž .L9 q .
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Ž .Let R denote the ideal of L9 q generated by all elements of the form
w y w and of the form w y w for r, s g Z, where we taker , s rqm , s r , s r , sqm
w s 0. Since0, 0
w x i s jrw , w y w s q y q w y wŽ .Ž .i , j r , s rqm , s iqr , jqs iqrqm , jqs
and
w x i s jrw , w y w s q y q w y w ,Ž .Ž .i , j r , s r , sqm iqr , jqs iqr , jqsqm
we see that R is in fact spanned by the set of elements that we used to
Ž .generate it. So L9 q is not simple. Here we state the following theorem,
w xwhich can be found in Z .
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 4.4. L q rR is isomorphic to the Lie algebra sl m .
Now we would like to conclude this paper by giving an example to show
Ž . Ž . Ž .that the Condition M3 is not implied by Conditions M1 and M2 .
EXAMPLE. We use the notation for the Block algebra L given in
Section 1. Let P be the subalgebra generated by e and e , and let Q0, 1 1, 0
be the subalgebra generated by e and e . Consider the Lie algebra0, y1 y1, 0
Ž . Ž .4 Ž .4A s P [ Q. If we set A s Fe for i, j g 0, " 1 j "1, 0 ji, j i, j
Ž . 4k, l N i, j g Z with ij ) 0 and A s 0 otherwise, then it easy to seei, j
that the Z = Z-graded Lie algebra A s A satisfies Conditions[ i, jg Z i, j
Ž . Ž . Ž .M1 and M2 but not M3 .
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